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lightened by the diffusion of knowledge ; the ished prisoner, and calling him to arise, and gular patience and forbearance have been ex his soul may be gathered both from his man
to the flesh, ye shall die; but if ye, through
evidence is invariable and without exception, leave his confinement. In the first moment cited to desperation. If they are ignorant ner and his language. Thus was the salvation
the Spirit, do mortify7 the deeds of the body,
EDITED BY
it is equivalent to moral demonstration. No of astonishment, it seems to the criminal as why arc they so? What has been doing by of his country, the desire of the heart, and
REV. CHAUNCEY COETON,
ye shall live.” Our Saviour teaches this doc
instance can be found in the history ol man, though he were still dreaming; he then be- an overgrown Church, by a princely clergy? the prayer of the lips, as it had ever been the
“ WILLIAM JAfKiMM,
trine when he says, “Not every one that
in which mere intellectual cultivation has gins to think that lie has been permitted for a Where are the schools which the people have labor of the life, of the injured Jesus; and we
“
JOHN T. BROOKE,
says unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into
“
HENRY V. I>. JO JINS.
proved an adequate protection to public vir few hours to walk about the court of his pris- deserted, where is the knowledge which they may search in vain amongst the records of
the kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the
tue; but it is an unquestionable fact, that, in on, to which he must return, after enjoying have spyrned and shunned? If they are ig- mankind for any equal example of love to the
will of my Father.” And Peter says to the
PUBLISHED WEEKLY, AT CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE. instances not a few, national morals have for a short space the free air of heaven.
The norant, is it not the misfortune theirs, and the land of our nativity.
same purpose, “Itis better not to know the
been at the lowest point of depression and de messenger, however, assures him anew that fault that of others—of those rulers, most nafrilled at the Western Church PrtM, Rogtrt’ Row, West Fourth-Street,Cifceiniu*
Rev. C. Benson.
way of righteousness, than having known it,
basement, when literature has been at the ze he is free, and explains how the thing has ta-, turally, who give £79,000 for royal stables
to turn f rom the holy commandment.” He
Ter ms....T wo l)o‘i>r» and Fifty Cents per annum, payable in advance.
nith of its glory; yet in the light of undispu ken place. Thus Barabbas learns that the and not half the sum for the instruction of a
A PRAYER OF PSALMS.
shows the necessity of adding to our faith
ted facts, iu defiance of all the lessons of his sentence of death no longer impends over his nation? Vice is but the proper offspring of
Most gracious Ler.l God, tny merciful Fath virtue,—knowledge,—tca.pcrmicL,-path nee,’
tory, some of our statesmen and scholars, head, for it has been annulled aud tom ; that poverty and ignorance, of laws in addition er from my youth up, my Creator, my Re
<0 b!? c r h c r.
godliness,—brotherly kindness,—charity.__
would have us believe, that general intelligence he has nothing more to do with offended jus which facilitate drunkenness by encouraging deemer, my Comforter. Thou O Lord, sound
“ ll he savs—ye do these things, ye shall
est
and
searches
’
,
the
depths
and
secrets
of
all
is the panacea for all our moral and political tice, for he lias been restored to the rights of the sale of intoxicating poisons, to raise 15,never fall.”
LINES,
maladies. In accordance with this sentiment, a citizen, and no complaints will henceforth be 000,000 lbs. for their terrific revenue. But hearts; Thou acknowledges! the upright ot
A careful study of the holy Scriptures,
Sent by a Lady to her son, with a present of a Bible.
they spare no efforts to elevate one of the pil raised against him ; on the contrary, he will in keeping the franchise from the working heart: Thou judgest the hypocrite; Thou pon- with prayer, will convince you of their per
derest
men's
thougths
and
doings
as
in
a
bal

Remember, love, who gave thee this,
lars on which our civil edifice rests, but most be treated as though he never had committed masses, is it just, ask the Chartists, that it is
ance; Thou measurest their intentions as with fect harmony and agreement on the doctrine
When other days shall come ;
unwisely neglect the other. It does not re a crime ; all this had been done, because an guarded from the poor, the ignorant, and the
a line; vanity and crooked ways cannot be hi 4 of faith and works. You have hut to observe
When she who had thy earliest kiss
quire the skill of an experienced architect to other has stood in his place, and suffered death vicious? Why then is that bribery which from thee.
well, in what sense we are justified by faith
Sleeps in her narrow home.
inform us, that the superstructure is thereby on the cross instead of him. The messenger buys the soul, that corruption which depraves
Remember, O Lord, how thy servant hath only; and also how itis that good living is es
Remember, ’t was a mother gave
placed in imminent peril. The intellectual who brings him this blessed intelligence, the heart to its inmost core, the main power walked before thee; remember what I have first sential to our salvation in Christ. By the
The gift to one she’d die to save.
elevation of a nation without some degree of withholds nothing, but declares it freely and at elections,—the prime agency which sub sought, aud what hath been principal in my in apostles, Paul and James, you are warned of
That mother sought a pledge of love
moral instruction, is neither safe nor desira fully ; and is he not in this the type of a faith stitutes prostitution for principle, the ready tentions. I have loved thy assemblies, 1 have two opposite errors. By the former you are
The holiest for her son ;
ble.
ful herald of the gospel? Yes, ye souls that are instrument for infancy that can purchase, and mourned for the divisions of thy church, I have taught not to rely on any works which you
And from the gills of God abave,
If knowledge diffused has no tendency to weary and heavy laden, a message similar to dishonesty that can sell? Why are the hus delighted in the brightness of thy sanctuary.— do, as profitable to salvation, but such as are
She chose a goodly one ;
promote virtue, neither has it such tendency what the murderer receives, is now conveyed tings of a free people marts of souls—of con Tins vine which thy right hand hath planted in wrought in a Christian faith; while the other
She chose for her beloved boy
when confined to an individual mind. IIow to you, only far greater, and far more blessed. science—of citizenship,—the arenas of the this nation, I have ever prayed unto Thee, that shows that laith, without the works which
The source of light, and life, and joy.
often are the most gifted powers, and the most In clear and simple terms we declare, that bought and the bound? .Moreover, if good it might have first and the latter rain, and that the Gospel requires, is unavailing. This
rigid discipline of intellect, associated with since the great exchange took place, before morals are a qualificatioVi for voters, whence it might stretch her branches to the seas, and doctrine he had learned from his Divine Mas
And hade him keep the gift, that when
to the floods. The state and bread of the poor
the lowest depravation of moral principle; the judgment seat of Pilate, on Mount Gol then come the drunk^mess and debauchery
The parting hour should coine,
and oppressed have been precious in mine eyes; ter, who was careful to teach that the tree is
They might have hope to meet again
yet intellect is one of our national idols. Per gotha, there is no more condemnation to you and riot, which so often distinguish English I have hated all cruelty and hardness of heart : known by its fruits; that the man whose heart
In an eternal home 1
haps there is no nation in Christendom, in that are in Christ Jesus. And we entreat you elections, and are the shame of English char 1 have (thought in a despised weed) procured is truly renewed by a lively faith in Christ,
She said his faith in that, would be
which educated tninds exerts a more powerful to receive this word in faith and humility, for acter? If virtue if so essential a requisite in the good of all men. If any have been mine will show it by his submission to God’s
Sweet incense to her memory.
sway, than in our own. Who are the men, we speak in Christ’s stead, and we bring you the elector, how much more is it in the legis enemies I thought not of them, neither hath the righteousness: “ will show his faith by his
that give law to public opinion, and that the message in the name of God.—F. W. lator; but the unfranchisetl operative has in his sun almost set upon my displeasure, but I have works.”
And should the scoffer in his pride,
mould and direct the public will? Who occu Krummachcr.
daily view nominal representatives of the peo beenasa dove, free from all superfluity of the
Laugh that fond faith to scorn ;
I he agreement of those two apostles is
py our pulpits, expound and defend our laws,
ple, who trample on principle and patriotism, maliciousness. Thy creatures have been my made more evident by their appealing to the
And bid him cast the pledge aside
CHARTISM.
and watch over our health? Who are our in
and peers ol the realm, born hereditary law books, but thy Scriptures much more. I have case of Abraham’s readiness, in obedience to
That he from youth had borne ;
structors, our editors, and our authors? Are
She bade him pause and ask his breast,
Chartism” derives its name from a doc makers, who set at defiance all laws of com sought thee in the courts, fields, and gardens ; God s command, to offer his son in sacrifice.
they not, for the most part educated men? All ument entitled “The People’s Charter;” a mon sense and common decency. It is not but I have found Thee in thy temples.
If he, or she had lov'd him best I
St. Paul shows that what rendered that act of
Thousands have been my sins, and ten thous obedience acceptable, was Abraham’s belief
admit that the clergy have no small control o- document which embodies the opinions of because the masses are ignorant that they are
A parent’s blessing on her son'
ver the public mind ; add to this, the influence millions, and which these millions desire to not trusted, say their defenders, but because ands my transgressions, but thy sanctifications in God s word, and trust in his promises.—
Goes with this holy thing;
of
our statesmen, our judges, our lawyers, our make the law. The distinctive principles of they begin to know too much and know too have remained with me, and my.heart (through Had he done the same thing of his own will,
The love t! at would retain the one
physicians, our instructors, and then throw in it are these:—an expansion of the suffrage to well. They find themselves worked to death thy grace) hath been an unquenched coal upon supposing it meritorious, like them who of
Must to the other cling :
thine altar.
the mighty power of the press, and we have every male inhabitant twenty-one years old, and yet starving; they are aware that other
Remember! ’t is no idle toy,
O Lord, my strength ! I have since mv youth fered their children to Moloch, and like my
a concentration of influences, more powerful of sound mind, and not accused of crime; people with inferior resources and ‘inferior met with Thee in all thy ways, by thy fatherly riads ol other self-righteous people, who think
A Mother’s Gift—Remember, boy !
than any other that can he named, the influ Parliament to be elected annually, and the skill live in comfort and abundance, and with compassions,-by thy comfortable chastisements, to gain heaven by useless sufferings, and “vol
Ferguson.
ence of educated mind: and this intellect has members to be paid; votes to be taken by7 bal cheap and impartial legislation they are confi and by thy most visible providence. Aj thy untary humility,” it would have been sinful.
been developed, and trained, and thus armed lot; the corn laws to be repealed, and trade dent such a lot would likewise be theirs.
lavors have increased upon me, so have thy cor And St. James with equal truth shows, that
RECOLLECTION.
with power, in our Literary Institutions.— in general to be free; the Church establish
rections ; so hast thou been always near me, O if Abraham had not obeyed God’s command,
When mem’ ry looks back on the record of years,
Who does not see, then, that the condition of ment, after a provision for the present incum
OUR SAVIOUR AN EXAMPLE OF PAT
Lord ! and ever as my worldly blessings were his laith would not have been reckoned to
Ere reason and feeling decay ;
RIOTISM.
exalted, so secret darts from thee have pierced him for righteousness; he would not have
our country in all its vital interests, will be bents, to be abolished, and all religions to
Ere the footsteps we leave in this valley of tears
essentially affected by the young men, who stand equal before the law. These are the
Twice only it is written in the Gospel that me ; and when 1 have ascended before men, 1 been honored as the Father of the Faithful,
Are sweptby oblivion away,—
are annually leaving our public Seminaries? main points; wild miough to be sure, consid- Jesus wept. Once was for the deathjif Laz- have descended in huniiliatjon before Thee.— and as “ the Friend of God;1’..would-not
’Tis sweet, when delight has been sober'd by age,
atitl prejudices of Eng arusJ*w‘f?Qm he loved, and once for~tlie de Anti now, when I thought most of pence anti have, heard from heaven these most comfort
and what Christian or patriot can be' indiffer
To glance on its mirrors again,
ent
as
to
the
manner
in
which
those
youth
land;
but
neither
in
themselves
vicious, nor struction of the city which hated him; and honor, thy hand is heavy upon ine, and hath ing and gracious words: “ Now I know that
To glide o’er the clouds of adversity’s page,—
therein lie has taught us the greatness and the humbled me according to thy former loving- thou fearest God, seeing thou hast not with
shall be educated? If not under the control under other circumstances unreasonable.
They seem not so desolate then.
kindness, keeping me still in thy fatherly school,
Who are the Chartists? Vast masses of depth of that love which wc too should bear
held thy son—thy only son, from me.” “ By
of moral principle, they will become the in
not as a bastard, but as a child. Just are thy
Life s briars and roses—its gladness and gloom,—
struments of social wretchedness and of pub the working people. The elective system in unto the land of our nativity. It is not be judgments upon me for my sios, which are more myself have I sworn, saith the Lord; for be
Do they vanish together ? oh—no I
England excludes millions of the operative cause our efforts arc unrewarded, or our tal n number than the sands of the sea, but have cause thou hast done this thing, and hast not
Tile flowrets we pluck, and condense their perfume, lic ruin.
classes from the franchise, and therefore these ents unpraised. It isnotkecause we rise not no proportion to thy mercies; for what are the withheld thy son—thy only son,--.hat in bleiWhy
did
the
treacherous
Arnold
attempt
to
The weeds to the desert we throw.
Like the bee, thoughts fly o’er the fields of the past, barter his country for gold? Because his heart classes are Chartists. They deem them in our professions and reach not the honors sands of the sea ? earth, heavens, and all these sing I will bless thee,------ because thou hast
was the seat of unhallowed passion; his ru selves aggrieved, and they seek to redress the and emoluments at which we aim, that we are nothing to thy mercies. Besides my innu obeyed my voice-” “Faith wrought with his
Finding sweets wheresoever they roam :
They wander through sunshine and storm, and at ling principle was supreme selfiohness. And grievance. They consider themselves unre are permitted to shrink from the duty of lov merable sms, I confess before Thee, that 1 am a works, and by works was faith made perfect.V
what induced Washington to spurn the golden presented; aud they7 demand a representation. ing ourcountry or doing it good. So long as debtor to Thee for the gracious talent of thy Abraham’s obedience was the fruit, and of
last,
bribe, and indignantly reject the proffered Contributing as creators of wealth to the great we can be useful to the age and generation gifts and graces, which I have neither put into course the evidence, of a lively faith. By
Store nought but their honey at home.
crown? Ills heart was trained in the school ness and glory7 of their country, they hold and country in which we are born, so long a napkin, nor put it as I ought, to exchangers, these fruits it was manifest to the world, that
Bowiusg.
of virtue ; neither pecuniary advantage, nor themselves degraded on their national soil in must we labor with fidelity in our appointed where it might have made best, profit, but mis- with his heart he believed unto righteousness;
personal aggrandizement, could induce him to being unjranchiscd. They demand the fran station, even though it be through hatred and vent it in things for which I was least fit. So that he would sooner hope against hope, than
MORAL EDUCATION.
I may truly say, my soul hath been a stranger doubt whether the word of God is true. God
swerve
from the sternest dictates of integrity. chise, and some do not hesitate to threaten.— calumny and scorn. We are not to measure
The remark that, “Knowledge is power,”
n the course of my pilgrimage. Be merciful in his wisdom and goodness has been pleased
our
lo?e
to
others
by
their
love
to
us,
because
IIow important that our statesmen and po Representation is attached to property; they
lias long since become a proverb, but would it
unto me, O Lord, for my Saviour’s sake, and
even publicans and sinners do the same. I
to set before us this very remarkable case of
contend
that
they
are
the
creators
of
property;
litical
guides,
be
men
of
honest
intentions,
not.be more strictly in accordance with truth
receive me into thy bosom, or guide me into
mow nV» political virtue which is more neg
the obedience of faith, for an example and en
they
contend
they
have
pledges
in
the
country
and
of
sound
moral
principle.
Without
such
thy ways.—Lord Bacon.
to say, that Education is power. Knowledge
couragement to his people to the end of the
may exist where there is neither skill nor a-1 qualifications in our public men, how can this dearer than all .property. The ashes, they lected than this. It is the fashion of common
patriots to pray for the peace of Jerusalem PASTORAL LETTER OF THE HOUSE OF world. AVe are called to no trials greater than
say,
of
their
fathers
for
a
thousand
years
have
government
be
perpetuated?
Wc
arc
often
bility to apply it to any practical use ; but a
that, and in what trials tlifen should we turn
only whilst they are walking in the sunshine
BISHOP’S.
mind well furnished and thoroughly trained, reminded, that the people are the source of all made it to them holy ground. Their chil
[Continued from our lasf.~\
from the commandment given unto us? Let
ofher favor; only7 whilst they rule her coun
dren
are
born
in
it,
aud
their
wives
endear
political
power;
that
in
them
reside
those
always has possessed, and always will pos
It appears that St. Paul’s remarks on the our faith be thus fruitful. Regard carefully
sels or are fed by7 her bounty. When injur
them
to
it.
No
manly
or
noble
tie
binds
the
springs
of
action,
that
move
and
direct
all
our
sess the elements of power. The uninstructed they forget her benefits, decry her instita doctrines of grace were misunderstood in his what St. Paul shows you in Abraham’s exam
ed are accustomed to rely, more or less im civic machinery. This is no doubt theoreti rich which does not bind them: they have as
many motives for its welfare, and none to tions, and ’no longer feel an interest in her day, as they also have been in ours. They ple, that it is laith in Christ and m the word
cally
true,
but
who,
let
me
ask,
puts
these
plicitly, upon the opinions and assertions of
fate. But Jesus thought and acted otherwise. were considered, St. Peter says, as hard to of God, which renders your works religious
those who are reputed wise. Why is gener springs in motion? Who prepares and fash wish it injury or work it ill. They assert
“ I say unto you, Love your enemies; do be understood, and were wrested from their and good. And learn too, from the same ex
loo,
that
their
interests
arc
not
regarded;
that
ions
the
channels,
by
which
these
numberless
al intelligence considered so essential to the
good to them that hate you, and pray for true sense to the support of error. We have ample, that you are not authorized to hope
all
legislation
is
by
privilege,
and
for
privi

rills
may
pass
from
the
original
fountains,
permanency of free institutions? Is it not be
lege; that the working man is enslaved; that them that despitefully use you, and persecute also reason to believe that others of the apos that your faith in Christ is truly religious, and
commingle
in
one
broad
deep
current,
and
cause the popular mind, when unenlightened,
his very food is taxed; that wrongs have you, that ye may be the children of your Fa tles, as Peter and James, John snd Jude, de will of God be accounted to you for right
and unacquainted with the principles of gov pour their concentrated energies upon the
grown too heavy7 to be borne, and Can only ther which is in Heaven.” These had been signed, in their epistles, to rectify the erro eousness, except it bring forth in you the obe
wheels
of
government?
Is
this
the
spontane

ernment and the value of liberty, is liable to
end in despair or madness. The Chartists the words of Jesus, and by transplanting the neous notions, which some Christians even dience which CG'is/himself requires. From
be deceived and controlled by the plausible ous action of tire people, or aie there some
call for comprehensive suffrage as the only graces which he recommended into the works then began to entertain respecting the neces one apostle you learn, that what renders you
controlling
minds
that
form
their
plans
and
di

sophistry and heated declamation of intelli
remedy, the only means of equal and impar of his life, he showed that he was indeed the sity of godly living;—“ to vindicate (as St. acceptable to God, is the renewal of your
rect their movements? .
gent but unprincipled demagogues?
Augustine says) the true doctrine, from the mind—the confmmity of your heart to God’s
Principles areTftscfisscd, and systems of tial laws, the only source of national salvation child of his Father which was in Heaven.
General intelligence is not, however, the on
false consequences charged upon it, and to word and revealed will: and from another you
For
he
did
do
good
to
the
country
that
despis

They maintain that they have not chosen of
ly safeguard to national liberty and happiness. policy proposed and adopted by our states
themselves to be a separate party, but have ed him. lie-did bless them that cursed lym show that faith without works is nothing learn, that your heart is not truly renewed or
men,
of
which
the
nature
and
tendencies
can

If knowledge is power, it is not virtue, nor
been driven to it by7 desertion and neglect.— and did pray for the people that evil entreated worth.” St. James, in his bold manner and conformed to God’s word and will, unless
has it any necessary7 tendency to excite or not be understood, even by educated men,
without much reading and reflection. IIow They insist they have been forbearing beyond and persecuted him even unto death. He did strong language, speaks very decidedly on you obey what he commands. They unite
strengthen virtuous affections. It needs a
few of ourcitizens, for example, have correct all ordinary bounds of human endurance that love the city that had hated him—even in her this point;—he shows the dangerous error of in teaching you not to trust in your own right
director to guard and control its action, not
supposing that a more belief in Christ render eousness; hut to submit to that righteous
and well defined views on the subject of our the nation lias been carried by their hands and unkindness he loved her, and mourned, as
less certainly, than the safety of the ship re
ed the works, which God’s word requires of ness which is by faith in the Son of God;
patriot,
over
those
coming
days
of
vengeance,
through
their
blood
and
sweat
to
unexampled
national finances, which has been so fruitful a
quires a pilot. On this subject, our fathers
prosperity and power; that, in the mean time which, as a prophet, the page of futurity tin believers, unnecessary, or that we can have a —that a religious faith and a holy life are
topic
of
discussion
and
excitement
for
some
have left us instructions that must not be dis
vears past. The people are called upon to they have reaped only7 poverty7 and sorrow.- folded to his view. He beheld her beauty good hope of being saved in Christ, while both necessary to a lively hope; they are as
regarded. At a vast expense of toil and trea
vote on the question, and having no settled They accuse the m iddle classes of having been he remembered her iniquity, he foresaw her we neglect what Christ himself commands. the soul and the body of pure and undefiled
sure, privation and suffering, they erected a
Faith is required, not as a substitute for religion, and death is the consequence of their
convictions of truth from original investiga faithless to them, first using and then betray punishment, and tears of pity' and of anguisl
noble edifice and consecrated it to liberty.—
good living, but rather as necessary to our liv separation. They teach you to place your
tion, they adopt the opinions of others. It ing them. With their aid the middle classes fell from his eyes, when he did think upon her
Fair it is to behold, beautiful in its propor
must be so; if we Itave opinions on those sub fought the political battle and gained the victo fate. Yet what Jerusalem had done for Jesus ing according to the word and will of God.— hope of pardon and peace with God, in his
tions, spacious in its accommodations, plain
jects of public policy which we have neither ry, which unassisted it would have been vain that he should thus feel and express for her l’he works which the Gospel of Christ re mercy obtained through the redemption and
but tasteful in its embellishments, and skilfully
for them to attempt. By this aid the Catho- the tenderness and affection of a son? He had quires, that men may be saved, they cannot, merits o; Jesus Christ, while at the same
balanced upon two foundation pillars,t'ir/t/eant/ time nor ability to examine, they must be de lies were emancipated, the negroes were pur-' not where to lav his head; and yet she gave it orcertainly they would not perform without a time they lift their warning voice against your
rived from those in whom we have confidence.
intelligence. This they bequeathed as a rich
It is not enough then, that our public men be chased, the Reform Bill was wrested from an ! him not. lle was despised and rejected of Helief in him as their Saviour. Who could making that hope, or trust, or faith, or any
truly pray in the name of Christ, or in his II notion of your being justified, or of God's elegacy7 to their children, with a solemn injunc
capable'' they must also be '•‘•honest." The 1 armed aristocracy; and now, say the Char men; and yet she received him not. Nay,etion to guard well the foundations. The les
name, and from love to him, give a cup of wa lect, for living carelessly or neglecting to
ven
in
that
very
hour
in
which
he
was
thus
remarks of Washington respecting the treach tists, when the middle classes have gained on
son we have learned, and parrot-like we re ery of Arnold, ought to be engraven upon the shoulders of the people the desired point wishing for her conversion, and weeping for ter, if he does not believe in him? St. James work out your own salvation. What God
peat—-virtue and intelligence are the foun
tire hands of every public officer: “1 thought, of elevation, they combine with their enemies her woes, ho might almost have seen, from teaches what St. Paul taught, that we do not has joined together, let no man put asunder.dation of liberty and yet in practice, man\
courage end abiii- and mock that people as a rabble. Hence the Mount of Olives, on which he stood, her through faith make void the law. The unpro You cannot safely trust in a faith, or “ all
1 he, “
“that
that an
an officer
officer of
of cour
«•
faith,” to save you, which does not produce
seem to7 suppose that viirtuc may be dispensed I
who had often shed his blood for his conn- the unfortunate alienation that has lately ex rulers corrupting the traitor to betray his Mas fitableness of faith, without suhmiseion to
with, or that there is virtue enough in knowl- i B
God’s righteousness, he illustrates by the obedience to the Gospel: nor in any works
try, was entitled to confidence, and I gave him isted between these two portions of society ter, and almost have heard the workman put
edge for all the practical purposes of life; and
ting his hand to the hammer, and the ham case of one who should give the needy noth which you can do, except that they are
mine. I am now convinced, and for the rest in England, the strongest and the best.
lienee they direct their efforts to the diffusion
But why are not the masses franchised, iner to the nail, to form the cross upon which ing but fair words and empty wishes:—“ Be wrought in God, and are the fruit of your
of my life, that we should never trust those
°f knowledge. Open all the avenues of the
ye warmed and clothed.” There is no more faith in Christ. “ Whatever is not of faith is
who are wanting in probity, whatever abili and the disputes closed? Ask Lord Lynd-: he was to suffer for mankind. Jerusalem had
popular mind, say they—pour light into the
of true justifying faith, in believing the Scrip
ties they may possess.”—.dddress of Rev. B. hurst, born of Democracy, ask Sir Robert ever been the enemy of Jesus, and she was
understanding, and elevate the intellectual
This doctrine of faith and works you may
Peel, raised from cotton-spinning; they will now about to become his ruin and his grave; tures to be the woid oI'God, while we live jn
Labarcc.
character of the people, and our civil and re
reply,—because of their poverty, their vice, and this he knew; and yet, “when he was the neglect of what they teach, than there is find to be fully taught and sustained in the Ar
ligious liberties are secured. The importance
and their ignorance. Ask William Lovett, come near he beheld the city and wept over it of charity in knowing the wants of the poor ticles and Liturgy, and in all the standards of
THE ROBBER RELEASED.
3nd necessity of the general diffusion of
saying, If thou hadst known, even thou,' in while we refuse or neglect to relieve them.— our Church. She has taken the true mean or
Barabbas sits in sullen despair on the floor cabinet-maker, ask John Collins, tool-maker,
knowledge, will by no means be questioned,
this thy day.” Oh, that even thou my perse St. James teaches us that the faith which jus middle way between the two opposite ex
, of his dungeon, awaiting every moment the both imprisoned in Warwick goal; and they
hut that knowledge alone is sufficient to coun
cutor and my murderer hadst been known be tifies, is a living faith, fruitful of good works; tremes, and is careful to teach you not to turn
will
give
another
answer.
They
will
proba

: appearance of the officer who is to lead him
tervail the violent passions and impulses of a
fore it be too late, “the things which belong —it is that faith of the heart, by which “man to the right hand or to the left.
bly
say:
—
misgovernment,
selfish
Vtnd
exclu

to execution—when lo ! there rushes in a
St. Paul
We are truly said to be justified by faith, and
depraved heart, is not only questioned, hut
unto thy peace,” for then might I have been believeth unto righteousness.”
sive
policy,
horrible
wars
and
trfcmenduous
breathless messenger, with joy depicted on his
teaches
the
same
doctrine
when
he
says,
to
be saved by faith, because, as the apostles
denied. We need not resort to speculation,
blessed
in
seeing
thee
converted,
and
saved
countenance, bringing the most incredible in debt have made the people poor, and kept
and construct fanciful theories on the subject,
from the evil hour! He looked upon her wick “Though I have all faith, so that I could re show, our faith it is which renders our works
them
so.
The
most
industrous
masses
the
we have only to open the page ofhistory, and telligence. “Hail to thee, Barabbas!” he world contains have been all but reduced to edness and wretchedness ,and he wept for her, move mountains, and have not charity, I am pleasing to God ; because, indeed, it is by
cries out, “thou art free, thou art free !” and
the question is settled ; proofs are written in
and warned her of both; and the sadness of nothing.” And again, “ If ye live according | faith only that we can truly do what God rewhile he speaks, he is unchaining the aston- nakedness and starvation and a people ofsinthe records of every nation, that has been en

1

<Li)c lUcstcrn Episcopal Observer.
When Lord Norberry, a Protestant nobleman, church of Christ and avowed Socinians (such as
to his righteousness. In the right use of them
quires, and be conformed to his will. The life eternal as the gift of God through the mer Lord ; we rebel against him.
and
one of the most benevolent, charitable and we see formed and boasted of as a triumph of
there is great comfort; for they are tokens ot
this enlightened age) is a virtual denial of the
But
there
is
an
opposite
error
which
is
no
works required of Christians show, not our its of Christ, and to render all glory to the
his love of our souls, and of what he has done unoffending men that ever lived, was barbarottsly Gospel of our salvation, and a high offence against
less carefully to be avoided. I here is little to save them. They are sanctified means ot
merits, but our belief in Him, who is truly Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
assagaiinated in his own grounds, by some ruffian God. 1 repeat, a professedly religious union,
meritorious, and our hope and trust in the
This subject rightly considered, will teach use in drawing nigh to God with our lips, if God’s appointment, whereby we may draw nigh
that was so completely screened that the most because every man is at full liberty to join his
word and promises of God ; they should be you profitably to use the means of grace. Be- our hearts are far from him. Our Church is to him in full assurance of faith, and obtain his
fellows in the furtherance of secular objects,
intended to manifest, not that salvation is of; cause circumcision now avails nothing, you faithful to declare, what the Scriptures clear heavenly benediction. Where these ordinal! extravagant rewards, not only of the Government, without any reference to their religious opinions,
but
of
his
own
afflicted
tenantry,
failed
to
procure
ly
teach,
that
“
sacraments
were
not
ordained
us, but that we seek for and accept it as the ' must not infer that the Christian ordinances
ces are devoutly and faithfully observed, we
whatsoever, saith the apostle, is sold in the sham
free gift of Gcd. By faith we receive Christ are of but little importance—that without per of Christ to be gazed upon,—but that we may well hope that true religion is increasing. his apprehension,—when that melancholy circum bles, that eat, asking no questions for conscience1
should
duly
use
them.
In
such
only
as
worth

It is encouraging to all who love the gates ot stance took place, the distinction of the victim sake. The seller might be a heathen, a sacrias “the Lord our Righteousness.” It is a il to your soul you may neglect baptism, or
belief in what God has revealed, a trust in confirmation, or the Lord’s supper, or prayer. ily receive the same, they have a wholesome Zion to see multitudes thus openly confessing procured general publicity for it, and no one long ftcer to idols. The Christian purchaser need not
what he has promised, and a lively sense that By a right use of these means, as our Church effector operation.” Anil she is faithful also the name of Christ ; coming lo baptism, and er wondered that Irish Protestants should be so inquire: religion was in no way involved. But
all the glory of our salvation is his alone. It teaches, and the Scriptures teach, your faith in warning us of the peril of receiving them bringing their children ; renewing in Confir often absentees from their own estates. But let when the ostensible object of a combination
mation their Christian Covenant, and regtdaily
among men is declared to be religious, 'and
is “not of works, lest any man should boast.” will be strengthened, and grace increased.— unworthily. In using the means of grace, ac
communing in the Lord’s Supper. “F«r with any one examine such Irish journals, as have no when the leading theme of proud congratulation
But so far is this faith from excluding the ne God has commanded the use of them, and cording to your faith it will be done unto
the heart mm believeth unto righteousness
cessity of repentance, and hope and charity, they who neglect them must either think that you. We may err in making not only too and with the mouth coufessiua is made unto interest in concealing the truth, and are not influ is the liberality on every side, which thus delight
enced by the political agitators and hypocrites of fully combines; the state of the case is wholly
and good living, that it is what produces them. they are wiser than God, or they must be in little, but in making too much of external salvation.”
It is the good tree, which, as our Lord says, want of that faith which produces obedience rites. There is a sense in which neither re
the day; and they wilffind that hundreds of most altered. If any man say unto you, This is offered
ALEXANDER V. GRISWOLD,
in sacrifice unto idols, eat not.-’
ceiving baptism, nor neglecting it, will avail.brings forth good fruit; and the wisdom of to his commands.
Presiding Bishop. estimable Protestants annually fall a sacrifice to
The
outward
performance
of
religious
rites
The ordinances appointed by our Saviour
God in requiring it, as the principle of our
The writer of the above, is the Rev, Hugh
the bigotted and bloodthirsty spirit that prevails
justification, is evident. It is thus required, Christ, and administered by his apostles, will not be profitable, without the sincere co
McNeile
of Liverpool, England—one of the most
CO
.11.11
U
X
1C
1
Till
AS.
in the land: and yet we are sickened with the
not because faith is the greatest of all Chris should not be viewed merely as duties, but operation of the mind and affections, 'file
able
and
faithful divines of the established
continual
cry
of
pretended
Protestant
intolerance
tian virtues or graces—charity is greater than rather as blessed privileges which claim our ordinancs of the Gospel arc to be observed, as
Tor ttie Wesiein Episi-opaI Otmrver.
church, and a man of large and liberal Prqtestanf
the
consecrated
channels
of
God's
grace
to
in
Ireland.
It
is
time
that
a
mistaken
idea
of
faith. What gives to faith its exalted rank in thankfulness to God. In mercy to mankind,
“ We know that if our earthly house of this tab
And although the bolts of such Boan
the religion of Christ, is its truth. It sees and to help our infirmities, they are given us your soul; as the means whereby you may ernacle were dissolved, we have a buildirg ot God, charity should no longer keep our citizens ignorant viewshope
to
receive
his
heavenly
benediction.
—
erges,
may
sometimes scathe the pillars of meekas
sanctified
means
of
bringing
us
to
himself,
no merit but in Jesus Christ : it humbles the
an house not made with hands, eternal in the heav of the real state of affairs in unhappy Ireland.
ness
there
are emergencies in the church which
sinnet, exalts the Saviour, and gives all the and by which we may obtain his heavenly We should use them in faith and submission ens.”—2 Cor. V: I.
It is time that their eyes were opened upon the
to God, making no account of our own right
glory to God ; and also, through his grace, it benediction.
call for them, to take the lead of more timid and
It is the grand device of that arch deceiver, Satan, real “oppressorsand tyrants ’ of the country!
Your Bishops ask your attention to this eousness; hut remembering that “ Jesus to represent the religion of Jesus as tending to mel
enables the Christian to “ walk, not after the
compromising spirits. The distinction between
subject,
the rather, because, in our visitation Christ is of God made unto us wisdom and ancholy, gloom, and sadness; but daily experience
flesh, but after the Spirit.”
mere secular associations and associations pro
righteousness
and
sanctification
and
redemp

And here, too, as St. James says, “you of the churches under our care, we are often
proves the reverse: for under a sense of a crazy, dis
fessedly religious, is well drawn in the above
tion;
that
according
as
it
is
written,
”
by
the
and
much
pained
in
observing
how
large
a
ordered body from views of its approaching disso
see how that by works a man is justified, anil
For the Western Episcopal Observer,
extract.
The inevitatable tendency or effect of
not hy faith only.” “The tree is known by its part of the people of our congregations ap prophet Jeremiah, “lie that glorifieth, let lution, with thoughts ofits being shortly committed
BIBLE
CLASS QUESTIONS.
direct religious association with those who hold
to the silent grave, who can put on an air of com
fruits pi’ “by works is faith made perfectits pear to be in doubt, or undecided, respecting him glory in the Lord.”
It is a very essential part of religious knowl posure, joy, and delight, except the chistian? Who
Lesson 6th.—Plagues in Egypt.
fruitfulness and its life are shown. We are the use of these means ; how many of them
opinions essentially erroneous, is to give them
justified by works, as being the fruits which ive in the neglect of making an open and pub edge to have right views of all means of grace, such cause for continual felicity, as he who knows
What was the first miracle performed countenance, whatever intention may be sincerely
1,
make life valuable. Hence it is said that we lic profession of their faith in Christ, and sub and with what intention, and what faith and his lease is well nigh expired of his present house,
*
Moses? What is the probable reason held, or even exprcssedjo the contrary.
shall be judged according to our works, or ac mission to his righteousness: and this we hopes, you observe them. They are as instru that shortly it is lobe pulled down but yet through hy
the
kindness
and
love
ot
his
heavenly
Father,
a
free
ments
put
into
your
hands,
by
the
right
use
that
it
was
of
such
a
nature?
cording to the fruit which our faith produces. the more regret, for considering that not a few
THE SABBATH.
“He that sowethlittle shall reap little, and he of them manifest a sincere regard for religion, of which, you obtain what is truly good. If grant of his eternal inheritance is given him, “ of a
2. What were the names of the principal
house
not
made
with
hands!
”
What
comfort
must
At
a
meeting
of the citizens of Philadelphia^
we
ask
we
shall
receive;
if
we
seek
as
the
and
a
serious
sense
of
its
importance.
Then
that soweth plenteously, shall reap plenteous
Magicians? Did they perform real miracles, held at the Union Methodist Church, on Tuesday
morals, too, and their lives in other respects, Lord directs, we shall find. They are as a it yield to him to know the nature of the purchase,
ly.”
the certainty of its being obtained, the price fully on this and other occasions? What marked Evening, 2Sth September, in pursuance of public
It is remarkable, and much to our present are, in a happy degree, such as we desire to lest of our faith, and they manifest that we
paid, the deed signed and sealed, the conveyance le
notice, for the promotion of the observance of
purpose, that St. Paul, in speakingof what wt’/Z see in the disciples of Christ. They appear seek for salvation as being the free gift of gally made. Jesus, actually being in possession; yea difference was there, between their wonders,
the Sabbath, and particularly in reterence to the
God.
It
is
in
compassion
of
our
weakness,
avail—what the Lord requires that we should to have a reverence for God, and right views
and “the earnest of his inheritance in his heart, by and those of Moses?
transportation of merchandize on the public
be and do that we may be saved in Jesus of the Saviour’s character and office ; and they and to help our infirmaties, that they are ap the Holy Ghost given unto him.’’ O, the inexpres
3. What was the 1st plague in Egypt? ■works on the Sabbath,
pointed.
And
the
doctrine
that
you
are
sav

show
such
benevolence
and
charity
towards
Christ, says, in one place, “ In Christ Je
sible joy ofthis knowledge. All we assuredly know Why was it of such a nature ?
General William Duncan was called to the
sus neither circumcision availeth any thing, their fellow men, that we may say of thou ed hy grace—that you cannot of yourselves by faith. Come, my brother mortal, is thy house
chair.
and
in
your
own
natural
strength
turn
to
God.
sands
what
Christ
said
to
one,
“
They
are
not
nor uncircumcision, but a new creature.” But
4. What was the 2d plague? What effect
like mine, ruined, crazy, and just ready to fall? O
Richard Benson, Esq., appointed Vice Presi
in another place he says, “Circumcision is far from the kingdom of God.” Our sorrow and be and do what he requires, without his let us daily be looking by fatth, from Pisgah’s top had it on Pharaoh?
dent, and Joseph H. Dulles, Secretary.
nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing, but the is, that they are not visibly in his kingdom. aid, far from discouraging those who desire to to the promised inheritarce. Let us daily con
The business of the meeting was introduced by
5. What was the 3d plague? "What ac Rev. Mr. Powell, late Chaplain for the boatmen
keeping of the commandments of God.” And For reasons known perhaps to themselves be saved in Christ, should enliven your hope, sider our approaching dissolution, that cur hearts
yet in a third passage he declares, “ In Jesus and to God otfly, they do not confess Christ and cause you the rather to strive to enter in may more and more love and live with our dear Sa knowledgement did it draw from the Magi on the Ohio, at Cincinnati, at the request of the
chairman.
Christ neither circumcision availeth any before men, and become members of his at the straight gate. Accordingly St. Paul viour, who has told us, “ I go to prepare a place for cians ?
Mr. Powell stated the number of boatmen
thing, nor uncircumcision, but faith which Church. While they so continue, they are urges this most comforting truth, that “ God you, 1 will come again to receive you to myself
6. What was the 4th plague? Were these employed on our rivers and canals to be 125,000,
worketh by love.” Here it may seem to some not assured of God’s favor and goodness to works within you to will and to do,” as the where I am, there shall ye be also,”—John xix. 2, 3,
Vain and trifling is all this perishing world can of flies all one kind? How far did Pharaoh this anil fiom his intimacy with their habits and
that the apostle is not consistent with himself wards them, “and that they are members in reason why you should “ work out your own
—that he advances three discordant princi corporate in the mystical body of his Son, salvation.” We preach the doctrines of grace fer, compared with the glory that shall shortly be time yield? What does Moses mean by the wants, showed the importance of their enjoying
the weekly rest not only in obedience to the law
ples respecting our acceptance with God; but which is the blessed company of all faithful to render your hope of salvation more lively revealed in us: yea, not to be set in competition “abominations of the Egyptians?”
with the grace that is now upon us. And what can
of God, but as a means of moral improvement,
in truth not only do these three agree in what people.” Into a Church so apostolic as this, and sure. We can do all things. Christ
deprive such an heir of his inheritance? Shall sin?
7. God put a division, &c., see 8. 23. Did whereby the safety of an immense amount of
avails to our salvation in Christ, but they ve having a faith so primitive, doctrines so evan strengthening us, and his strength he is more
No; that is fully atoned by the blood of Jesus.— he not do it on former occasions—if not, why property, and of human life to a great extent
ready
to
give,
than
we
to
seek
for
it
by
pray

ry much confirm the view of a living faith, gelical, a worship so scriptural, and other in
Shall the world? No; be lias victory over that, by
might be secured. The readiness of the proprie
which in this letter we would commend to stitutions so truly liberal, we might reasona er, and hy the use of those means which he the faith of Jesus. Shall Satan? No: the “ God of did he now and afterwards? and what does it tors of boats, of captains, and boatmen, and of
’
has
appointed
and
blessed
for
that
purpose.
your devout consideration. For the “ new hly hope to see people crowding as doves to
peace will bruise Satan under his feet shortly,”— teach?
the community at large, was illustrated by many
This doctrine that salvation is not of our
creature,” mentioned in one of these passages, their windows.
Rom: xvi. 20.
8. Why did God use such feeble instru facts stated by the speaker, and the conclusion
selves
but
is
the
gift
of
God,
increases
our
Our Saviour Christ sent his ministers to
is what circumcision did, and baptism now
was, that the nation could not afford to keep in
Shall the corruptions of bis nature and the work
does represent: it is the “new birth unto preach, “He that believeth and is baptised, thankfulness. Did we suppose it to he of us ings of unbelief? These may distress and make him ments as frogs, &c., rather than lions, tigers, moral degradation 125,000 men having charge of
and so far as we know of that it is due to our merits, or within our na groan; may deject with doubts,- but shall not disin &c.
righteousness,” “the inward part or thing shall be saved
such an amount of property and human life.
signified” by those rites. Faith is the gift or their acts and their history, they who did be tural power, that we can sanctify our own herit. For unbelief is included in that precious prom
Rev. Mr. Ide, of the Baptist church, offered
9. What was the 5th plague?
grace by which the heart is renewed. We lieve, immediately made that profession of hearts and hy our own strength become what ise. “ Sin shall not have dominion over you, for ye
the
following resolution, sustained by an ad
19. What was the 6th?
are begotten again by the word of truth. God their faith. It is also evident in the Acts of God’s word requires, we should reel sfiI suf are under grace,—“Rom. vi. 14. And all such are
dress, showing the destitute condition of boat
11. What was the 7th? and what circum men, deprived to so great an extent of ordinary
purifies the heart by faith : Christians are the Apostles, that they confirmed baptised be ficient, and arrogate to ourselves the honor “ kept by the power of God through faith unto sal
moral influences and the danger of committing
stances rendered it the more remarkable?
sanctified by the faith that is in them. Faith, lievers by laying their hands upon them, and which belongs to God only. But when we vation.”
so much to their charge; the number of passen
There is a house not made with hands,
therefore, avails as producing the new crea praying for the aid of God’s Holy Spirit to know that “ our help is in the name of the
12.
What
is
said
of
those
who
feared
the
gers on our internal waters being more than
Eternal, and on high,
ture; and as “with the heart mail believeth strengthen them in the performance of their Lord”—that our knowledge is from his teach
Lord, and those who did not? and what does 200,000, continually exposed to the incapacity,
And here my spirit waiting stands
unto righteousness,” “ the keeping the com baptismal engagements, and enable them to ing—that our strength is his gift—that it is the
intemperance and recklessness of men who are
it teach ?
’Till God shall bid it fly.
mandments of God” also avails. These are “lead the rest of their lives according to that Lord who opens our minds to understand and
deprived
of religious and moral instruction, and
our
hearts
ro
receive
the
doctrine
of
life
—
that
beginning.
”
And
it
is
the
request
and
the
works by which faith is made perfect—the
Shortly this prison of my clay
13. What effect had it on Pharaoh? What the influences of domestic life.
fruit of a living faith—a faith, says the apostle, command of our Saviour that you receive the in patient goodness he hears our prayers, and
Must be dissolved and fall;
remarkable preservation did Moses and Aa
Resolved, That in view of the amount of life
“which worketh,” which influences our con other sacrament in remembrance of him, in in mercy gives us what we truly need—that
Then, O, my soul, with joy obey
and
property that is intrusted to the vicissitude*
ron
experience
?
his
sanctifying
grace
makes
the
means
which
Thy beav’nly Father's call.
duct—produces that obedience to God’s word, a thankful and devout commemoration of his
of navigation on our inland waters, the whole
we
use
profitable
to
our
souls,
and
that
it
is
his
“
one
sacrifice
for
sin.
”
In
that
sacrament
without which faith is dead.
J. B.
14. What was the 8th plague? Give a de Christian and commercial community are deeply
There may, indeed, be an active faith, and you show forth his death—you manifest your Spirit which works within us to will and to
scription of Eastern locusts.
* * *
interested in securing to the boatmen the most
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
yet the fruits not good. Faith, in many in faith in the merits of his cross—and your do what is acceptable to himself, all boasting,
appropriate means of moral and religious im
all
trust
in
ourselves
is
excluded
—
we
shall
be
POPJSII INTOLERANCE AND PERSECU
stances, has produced prejudice, bigotry, and thankfulness for such unspeakable mercy. By
provement.
TION IN IRELAND.
divisions. Actuated by a blind belief and un faithfully receiving the memorials of his love, ready each one with the Apostle to acknowl
Mr. Emerick seconded the resolution, and
godly zeal, Christians have been guilty of a you are also authorized to hope for the edge, “ By the grace of God I am what I
made some statements to show that an effort had
From the knowledge of facts, as well as from
thousand persecutions. Will such a faith a- strengthening of your souls by the spiritual am.” Good works are not the cause, but the the corroborating evidence afforded by the un THE PULPIT, THE PEN, ANU THE PH ESS. been made to induce the action of a committee
of the Legislature last year, but without effect,
vail?—a faith which produces “envy, hatred, efficacy of his body and blood, broken and fruit of our goodness. It is God who makes changeable and persecuting spirit of Romanism,
CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE
and that two of the transportation lines between
and malice, and all uncharitablenessl” which shed for your sins, as your bodies are by the the tree good, and who requires of us the fruit
of good living: the fruit itsejf, indeed, shows we have been satisfied that the ever whining
this city and Pittsburgh, had ronducted their
swells the heart with spiritual pride? which bread and wine.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1841.
business with a strict regard to the observance of
Some seem to think that the rivers of Da that the work is his. It is in perfect agree accounts of Roman Catholics being driven from
breaks out in a fiery zeal for a sect, excites
the Sabbath, as a day of rest, and appealed to the
party spirit, and makes inen more uncharita mascus are better than the rivers of Israel, or ment with this doctrine of grace that we are Ireland by “tyranny and oppression,” were false;
ble?. Not so: that which avails, is “faith that if they live honest and good lives, they commanded to “ seek the Lord while he may and that the hitter invectives against the Pro RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATION WITH DENIERS community to join with them in this object,
without whose support in the enterprize, it was
OF THE DEITY OF CHRIST.
which worketh by love.” By such works it shall notbe the worse for neglecting religious be found,” and to “ save ourselves from this testant Government of the country, accompanying
in vain for them to attempt to carry it out.
is that faith is made perfect. With this addi ceremonies. And who does truly live an untoward generation.” When we rightly un such general accounts (without any specification
Had we met with the following extract a few
Mr.
Bingham made some remarks, and the resolu
derstand
the
freedom
of
his
grace,
we
must
honest
and
good
life?
Who
loves
God
with
tion, you have a comprehensive view of what
of unjust and oppressive laws') were malevolent months ago, it would have been appropriate to a tion was adopted unanimously.
is necessary to your salvation in Jesus Christ. all his heart and soul and mind, and his neigh feel the justice of his reproof. “ Ye will not
Rev. Mr. Kennedy, of the Methodist church,
and unfounded. Indeed it ia sufficiently clear to crisis which has happily passed away, without
“ Love is the fulfilling of the whole law
it bor as himself? Who has in all things done come to me that ye might have life.” Our
offered
the following resolution with an address,
taxing
too
severely
the
feelings
or
consistency
all
who
have
thoroughly
sought
for
information,
is the moral principle which the Gospel is in to others, as he would have others do to him? part is to do what God commands, believing
the object of which tvas to showffhatl by with
of
the
different
parties.
We
insert
it,
not
to
his
word,
trusting
in
his
promise,
and
relying
that
the
ultra
efforts
of
the
Government
during
In
many
things
we
all
offend
:
there
is
none
tended to produce, and to cherish in the hearts
holding from this class of persons the privileges
of men, and by which we are best known to good but one. Christ died to save, and his upon his grace. We must plant, and we late years, to convince Roman Catholics of their revive the controversy, but to show that the to which they are entitled, men of conscience
Gospel is sent to call, “not the righteous, hut must water, not the less, but the rather be design to be perfectly impartial, and their sup course of those with whom we acted, on the must withdraw, and men more reckless take
be the disciples of Christ.
That faith avails to our salvation, the Scrip sinners.” Are you so whole that you need cause it is God who gives the increase,
A their places. To the community, the Scripture
pression of societies formed for the protection of occasion, was not singular or unexampled.
We “beseech you then, brethren, suffer the
tures abundantly teach; a new creature a- not this Divine Physician? We might re
loyalists and the defence of the country, have similar difficulty, it appears, has existed on the injunction, “be not partakers of other men's
word
of
exhortation.
”
Consider
well
what
you
vails, as being the sanctified state of a believ mind you of the inestimable benefits, visibly
sins,” was an appeal to which they should take
resulted only as the Protestants anticipated, in other side of the Atlantic; •’And it will be seen
ing soul: it is the inward disposition to bate signed and sealed in baptism, to those must do to be saved ; how great is the peril of
heed.
First be clear of any participation our
sin, to love God and obey his word, which is who rightly receive it. We might say much halting between two opinions, and of neglecting the greater exhibition of violence on the part of that all we have ever written or spoken upon selves, next do what we can to influence others:
this
great
salvation.
We
would
be
ever
cau

the Romanist, and of suffering on the part of the the subject, was soft music, compared with the if legislative aid in this matter be ever needful,
called a new birth, and without which no man to you of the fitness and Divine authority of
tious not to encourage an undue reliance on re
can see the kingdom of God; and of course confirmation, and the blessings which have
injured Protestants.
loud blasts of the faithful and eloquent writer it should be sought only as a last resort.
ligious rites ; but without the use of those
Resolved, That, in the opinion of this meeting,
keeping God’s commandments avails, because, evidently attended its right and faithful ad which God has graciously appointed for our use,
Upon this point, in the interesting book on from whom we quote.
there exists no necessity for the transportation
as we have seen, it is the fruit of faith—the ministration. We might show that commu how can we hope to increase in grace and in “the centenary of Wesleyan Methodism,” by
“But what shall a Christian man say of that of merchandize on Railroads and Canals on the
work done by the new creature. A lively ning in the Lord’s Supper is a great comfort godliness of living? “Except a naan be born
Thotnas Jackson, President of the Conference, love which extends its wide, indiseriminaling Lord’ day; and that the practice is much to he
faith in Jesus Christ disposes the Christian to to those who believe in Christ, and that it of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter in
embrace, not only to Christians of other denomi
live soberly, righteously, and godly in this strengthens them much in their Christian zeal. to the kirgdom of God. We know well that London, after a statement of the prodigious in nations, but also to anti-Christians—to men who lamented, both as a violation of the law of God,
and as involving great individual and social evilpresent world : it does no ill to any one, for it But is it not enough to know that it is the you cannot change your own hearts ; that God crease, and flourishing condition of the Society in deny the Godhead, and reject the atonement of
Mr. Powell having informed the meetingo*
worketh by love. In these passages of the will of our Saviour Christ, that you submit to alone can renew a right spirit within you. But Great Britain, in America, and in other coun our Lord Jesus Christ, and deride as fanaticism
the
probability ol a general convention at Pi'1®apostle, you have a guide to the knowledge of his ordinances ? that he, who so loved your he has | romised to bless your sincere efforts tries, we find, among the statistics of the Society the inspiration of the Holy Ghost? When at
burgh, the following resolution was unanimously
tempts are made to limit the operation of Chris
your own Christian state. If you have faith soul as to die for its salvation, has appointed to know and to do his will. “Ask, and you in Ireland, the following passage:
adopted on motion of Mr. John M. Atwood, who
tian love within the narrow circle of any one
which worketh by love in keeping God’s his sacraments for your benefit? Such a Sa shall receive; seek, and you shall find. While
“To some persons this number (26,244 mem
accompanied
it with some remarks on the value
commandments, you may well trust that you viour, you may well believe, has not ordain you are faithful to do what he commands, you bers) will appear small; but the reason is obvi favorite class, it becomes a Christian man to pro of the observance of the Sabbath, as a striking
may
humbly
hope
that
he
will
enlighten
your
test
against
the
bigotry
of
such
a
limitation:
but
have been “born of God.” “Every one that ed rites which are unnecessary, or which may
ous.
The superstitions and errors of Popery
national feature in the American character, and
loveth is born of God, and knowetb God ; if safely be neglected ; nor has lie required you mind, and sanctify your affections. To him occupy the minds of a large majority of the when, on the other side, this boasted love en as furnishing the only solid ground of expectation
we love one another, God dwelleth in us; to do that which is useless. Our wisdom, that hath shall be given. To those who “order people of Ireland, and render them hostile to the larges itself beyond all Christian classes, and call of the blessing of God upon our Stale and coun
their conversation aright, shall be shown the
hereby we know that we dwell in him, and when opposed to God’s word, is but foolish salvation of God.”
truth; while incessant political agitation di ing itself universal charity, or religious liberty, try, since they who war against his command
gives the right hand of fellowship to the enemies
ness. lie has “chosen the foolish things of
he in us.”
I he kingdom ot God or his Church, is the verts their attention from it. There is a another of the cross of Christ, it equally becomes the ments, war also against his providence:
In
Resolved, That we highly approve of holding
In viewing- this subject of what you must the world to confound the mighty.” When spiritual ark, which Christ, the true Noah, has cause, to which few people duly advert.
Christian man to protest against the foul abuse,
believe and what you must do, that you may some inquired of Christ, “What shall we do prepared for the saving of his house, and your many parts of Ireland the law is comparatively yea, to lift up his voice like a trumpet, and beat- a Sabbatli Convention in Pittsburgh this autumn;
and that delegates to the same be appointed hy
be saved with an everlasting salvation, you that we may work the works of God: he an safety requires that you be not only “not far powerless, and fails to afford adequate protection witness against the infidel amalgamation.
this meeting—any vacancies to be supplied by the
should carefully remember, that neither faith swered and said unto them, This is the work from,” but in it. The promise of salvation is to either the lives or the property of the Protest
“Ye who profess submission to the Bible, do delegates.
nor works is the meritorious cause of your of God, that ye believe on him whom he hath to those who are within its pale. The sense ants. Hence the frequency of Protestant emigra
tion. Within the last fifteen years no fewer ye not hear the Bible ? Ye who combine for the
Mr. A. Cummins, in some remarks, inqu>‘Cl‘
salvation. “By grace ye are saved, through sent.” We are to believe in him as the great in which, as St. I’eier says, “Baptism now
than
ten thousand members of the Methodist distribution of the Bible, do ye not read the whether the State authorities had not suspends1
faith, and that not of yourselves, it is the gift Prophet.—as the word or wisdom of God, by saves us,” is its being ordained of Christ, as
Societies in Ireland have left their native coun Bible? For it is written, “In the beginning was its transportation on railroads on the Sabbath,
of God.” We are said to be saved by faith, whom the Divine will is made known to men; the entrance into the spiritual ark, where we
try, and sought a more safe and quiet residence the Word, and the Word was with God, and and thus far done its part in the object proposed'
and to be justified by it rather than by our and as the only true Priest who has made are entitled to all the means of grace ; and it in other lands. These were generally persons of the word was God. And the Word was made
Mr. Emerick replied that the canal commis
we
are
faithful
in
the
use
of
them,
to
all
the
works, not only because, as we have seen, it expiation for our sins, and ever lives to make
some property, the support and stay of the cause flesh, and dwelt among us, and we beheld his sioners had so decided with reference to the rail
is that which alone can produce the works re intercession for us. “Through him we have promises to those who are “members of Christ, in their different localities.”
glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the roads, but not to the canals.
children of God, and inheritors of the kingdom
quired of us, but chiefly because, through the access, hy one Spirit, unto the Father.” And
I o ther, full of grace and truth. Whosoever dcMr. Milne thought the responsibility of the
of
heaven.
”
As
our
church
leaches,
‘
‘
ihcv
that
And
with
respect
to
the
freedom
allowed
to
operations of the Divine Spirit, it is a convic we are to believe in him as our King, unto receive baptism rightly, are grafted into the
nieth the Son, the same hath not the Father. merchants in this matter had been too strongly
the
Roman
Catholic
peasantry
to
search
for
truth
whom
all
power
was
given
in
heaven
and
in
Hzhosoever abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, stated. For several years back, all the contracts
tion of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment;
Church, and the promise of forgiveness of sin,
He that abideth in the doctrine for the transportation of goods expressly excepte
it is a belief that we are included under sin ; earth. Him we are bound in all things to o- and of our adoption to be the sons of God, by by listening to a language they were capable of hath not God.
that Christ is the end of the law for righte bey. He is “made both Lord and Christ;” he Holy Ghost, are visibly signed and sealed.” understanding, it is observed: “The Romish of Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. the Sabbath from the days within which mer
ousness to those who believe in him, and that anil well may he ask, as he does, “Why call We should use this and the other Christian or priests have often stood in the ways leading to If there come any unto you, and bring not. this chandize was to be delivered; and the fault was
a day of judgment, is approaching, when we ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the things dinances ns a manifestation of our faith in Methodist Chapels, with horse-whips in their doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither in the transportation lines.
Mr. Kennedy—Then the merchants ought to
must all give an account of the works done in which I say?” While we disobey his com flirist, of our trust in his merits, of our hope hands, to drive away such members of their con bid him God speed: for he that biddelh him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds.
A profess see to the fulfilment of their contracts.
this present life. Faith moves us to seek for mands, by our actions, we deny that he is in the promises ot God, and of our submission
gregations as might stray in that direction.'’
edly religious union between members of the
The resolution was then adopted unanimously
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On motion,
nual Report, from which we glean the follow in an historical notice of St. Paul’s church
' races’ a,n$ 8h,°"'s that the ^iginal seat ot the Gerville : J. G. Doddridge’s store Circleville; the Rev.
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in man and English nations was Perw. It then deThe Chairman appointed the following gentle- ing interesting facts. In their last report her tt .
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Day ton ; the Rev. Mr. Guion's, Piqua ; Ed. Lucas
Majesty’s Commissioners stated that 258 the ministry of two of ourdeceased clergy, whose i *n their uncivilized state in Germany. It gives a
& Co.’s bookstore, Cincinnati; Alexander Ingram,
Rev. Thomas Brainard, John M. Atwood,
account of the Saxon and Popish conquests of
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churches and chapels had been completed, in memory is still cherished, by not a few
Jr.’s store, Pittsburgh; and also to be had of the
p r. Morgan J. Reese, Samuel Ashmead, James
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and
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and
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Rev. Dr. Weller, Natches. Miss.
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lo these accounts succeeds a nai ration of the disFOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
t red upon ins charge, under no very favorable cover? of America, and an ample History ofColum- with Historical Illustrations, by Edward Robinson,
They now state that twenty-three church
y'ewton.
L1TI RGY; or Manual of Sunday Schoool
D. D., Professor of Biblical Literature in the Union
auspices.
All
that
eloquence
and
popularity
bus.
es have since been completed and accommo
Oa motion,
Theological Seminary, New York: Author of a ,____ Devotion axd Instruction. /Adapted to Caeffect had been fried, acd resulted in small
As the Author lived during th- revolution, he has Greek and English Lexicon of the New’ Testament, pac,tie» of Children. By Rev. Henry Blackallei,
Resolved, That the chairman of this meeting dation provided for 21,636 persons, including acould
pp„rentgood. Bui ,he arient piety enil w.™. | SX
&.c. In 3 vols. octavo.
rector of Trinity Church, Bridgewater, Mass.
be added to the number of delegates.
10.933 free seats for the use of the poor.—
rONTEKTS.
CHROXICLES OF THE PILGRIM FATHERS
On motion,
Thus, in the whole, 281 churches and chap heated zeal of Air. Wilmer. won the affections which are related by another compiler,
and Attributes of God.—The omnipresence
Risolvcd, That the proceedings of this meeting els have now been completed, and therein pro and confidence of the people, though they could This History is adapted to trie use of families, as Of the Colony of Plymouth, from 1602 to J625.— of Nature
God;
the
omniscience
6f God; the omnipotence
Now first collected from original records and con
as Schools. z
published under the direction of the officers. vision has been made for 349,889 persons, in not entirely wean them from their dissentiii"
of God: the justice of God: the holiness ol God:
temporaneous
printed
documents,
and
illustrated
attachments.
His frequent pastoral visitings
We consider Dr. Webster as emintmUy qualified
Whereupon the meeting adjourned.
the truth of God: the wisdom of God: the goodness
cluding 193,412 free seats for the use of the and laithlul and affectionate private appeals to to prepare a work of this kind. His extensive ac- with notes. By Alexander Young. I vol. octavo. of
God: the mercy of God.
W’m Duncan, Chairman.
poor. The commissioners further report that the hearts of his people, induced numbers of quaintance with the early history of nations, and
STONE’S LIFE OF RED JACKET.
It'orks of God.—Creation: providence: redemp
Joseph II. Dulles, Secretary.
The Life and Times of Red-Jacket, or Sa-go-ve- tion.
sixteen churches are now in the course ofbuild- them to seek for an experimental knowledge of esPPcially our own—the result of fifty years' invesInstitutions of God.—The church: the sanctuary:
S !£ wot-ha ; being the Sequel io the History of the Six
ing; plans for eleven churches have been ap .hose trulhs which so happily developed themNations. By William L. Stone. 1 voi. octavo.
the scriptures: the Lord’s day: the ministry; bap
The Female Protestant Episcopal Prayer Book proved of; plans for six other churches are un selves in good fruits, m the example of their pas- events of our revolution and the establishment of
tism; confirmation: Lord’s supper.
ESPY’S PHILOSOPHY OF STORMS.
Sxiety gratefully acknowledge the receipt of der consideration; conditional grants in aid of tor. He was succeeded, in a little more than two °'ir government, gives a freshness und interest to
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love: prayer; praise; hope; joy.
: Trinity Church/’ through the kindness of the made. The balance of the report is occu brother) the Bev. Wm. H. Wilmer, whose min the pages of a mere compiler. We therefore cor
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pied in details of acts collateral to the prime
By Alexis De Tocyueville. Fourth edition, revi
Dispensation of God.—Affliction; death; judgment;
Jeremiah Day, President of Yale College.
object of the association, and prospective sions to the communion and fellowship of the
sed and corrected, from the eighth Paris edition. In eternity; heaven; hell.
NEW REVOLUTION IN MEXICO.
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knj. Sillim , n, Prof. Chimistry, Mineralogy, fyc. 2 vols. octavo.
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South.
Churchman.
plans of usefulness. The amount of good al
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C. A. Goodkich. Prof. Khttoric and Oratory.
Havana papers received at New Orleans, ready done by this association is immense,
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J. L. Kingsley. Prof. Latin Languages arid Lit.
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Godhead, or Trinity Sunday.
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By contributors to “Tracts for the Times.” In 2
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Consecration of the bishop of Jeru N. W. Taylok, Prof. Didactic Theology.
Occasional Subjects.—End of the year; new yearvols. duodecimo.
rhich it appears that the movement comL
eonard Bacon, Pastor 1st Cong, Church, N. II.
death of a teacher, death of a scholar; Sunday
the succeeding generation. It is such as will salem.—The archbishop of Canterbury on
E. A. Anokews. Principal N. II. Female Institute.
MALCOM’S TRAVELS
genced by Paredes in Guadalaxar, has
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G. A. Boardm ax, Pastor 3d Con a. Church, X. H.
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collects.
inched the capital; that it is a popular move,
Middlebury, Yt., Sept., 1832.
stan, Malega, Siam, and China : with notices of
whether he be of England or this country
house of Lords a bill to amend the act pas
EXPLANATION OF CONTENTS.
s countenanced by Santa Anna, and it is likeWe fully concur with Dr. Day and others, in the numerous Missionary Stations, and a full account of
sed in the reign of George III. empowering opinion which they have expressed of the History the Burrnan Empire ; with Dissertations, Tables.
It has been the author’s aim to give a consecutivd
y to be successful and overturn the present
A meeting was held at St. Paul’s, in this city, the archbishop of Canterbury or the Arch of the United Slates, by Dr. Webster; and add our &c. By Howard Malcom. In 2 vols. duodecimo. view of the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu
order of things, whatever may be substituted on Sunday evening last, in relation to the subject
tions of Christianity, and of those of our church iff
bishop of York, for the time being, “ to con cordial recommendation to the work, as happily cal Sixth edition.
particular. To such a scheme, the improvement ol
in their stead, or whoever may come to the of Christian Education. Evening prayers were
culated to interest and benefit the youth of our
secrate to the office of archbishop, persons country.
LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF LITERA- each Sabbath in the year was favorable. His ainJ
head of affairs.
read by the Rev. Dr. Wainwright, who stated in being subjects or citizens of countries out of Joshua A. Bates, President of Middlebury College.
has been to stale what he conceives to be the obvi
• TURE,
The Vera Cru* Censor, of the 8th Octo- a brief and pertinent address the object of the
ous sense of Scripture, while he has endeavored, in
John Hough, Professor of Languages.
Ancient and Modern. From the German of Frede consideration
his majesty’s dominions,” under which act
of their design and use, to give then}
W. C. Fowler, Professor of Chimistry.
Ser, says the Mail had arrived from the Capi meeting, and introduced the Rt. Rev. Bishop
rick SchUgel. I vol. Duidecimo.
all the interest he could by making them simple but
Bishops White, Provost, and Madison were
School teachers and others who are interested in
tal with intelligence to the 2d, which it gives Otey, of Tennessee. The Bishop explained, in
not
puerile;
illustrative,
but not low.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY ;
the work, are respectfully invited to call and examine
his usual clear and earnest manner, what the consecrated at Lambeth, by the archbishop of
The limit assigned in each exhortation, as will be'
as follows:
Canterbury at the concluding part of the last *'• H
sale by the hundred dozen or single In a course ol Lectures, by Frederic Von Schlegel. perceived, admitted of little more than a simple ex
With a Memoir of the Author, by James Burton
Aug. 31?/.—About 3 o’clock this evening Church understands Christian education to mean,
position, illustration and improvement of the sub
century. 1 he present bill alter seeing forth
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“ ---------Robinson, Esq. 1 vol. duodecimo.
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Gen. Valencia declared in the capital for the and made a forcible appeal in behalf of female
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favorable, as he conceives, to the incipient developeConstitution of 1824. Ilis force consisted of
the powers given by the above act, provides
Dishop Mfoade ou the ltiile of Caiili.
In the Barbarous and Civilized State; an essay to ments ot the mind, by clearing the view of all ex
the 11th Regiment of infantry, the companies and particularly in reference to the institution
traneous matter, that especially which is purely
wards
discovering
the
origin
and
course
of
human
that it be lawful for the archbishops to conse A SERMON delivered at the consecration of
established at Columbia, in his o wn diocese.
ofPeubla, the squadron of the district, and oth
Rt. Rev. Stephen Elliott, D. D., by the improvement. By W. Cooke Taylor. Esq., LL. D. speculative. The canticles take a peculiar form
He was followed by the Rt. Rev. Bishops Polk crate British subjects, or the suhject^of king
Rt. Rev. Wm. Meade, D. D., with an Appendix on M. R. A. S. of Trinity College, Dublin. In 2 vols. from the wish to commit the heart of the child td
ers. The alarm spread throughout the whole
of Louisiana, De Lancev of Western New York, dom or state, to be bishops in any foreign the Rule of Faith, (in XIX chapters,) in which the duodecimo.
expressions before God, which, under the divine
city in a moment, and all the edifices which and Meade of Virginia.
Spirit, might serve to impress more vividly, and se
country, for the purpose in said act mention opinions of the Oxford Divines and others agreeing
cure
more lastingly in the mind, the truth on each
DEMOCRACY IN FRANCE.
cjinmanded the citadel were immediately oc
The address of Bishop De Lancey—in which ed, whether such foreign subjects or citizens, with them on the subject of Tradition, are consid
Sabbath
declared. He has not restricted himself trf
J lie Progress of D?mocracy illustrated in thellisered, and some of the consequences thereof set
cupied by the insurgents. The government he pointed out the defective views which prevail
he or be not subjects or citizens of the coun forth. Just received at the Episcopal Depository, tory of Gaul and Fiance. By Alexander Dumas.— the language of David, for want of matter sufficien tfortified itself in San Augustine, in the palace, in regard to the education of the young—was full
ly pertinent to his design, but he conceives that the
1 lanslated by an American. 1 vol. duodecimo.
try in which they act. It also enacts that West Fourth Street. Price 37J cts.
use of the ‘Te deum, and the ‘Bened’cite, in thd
and at other points. About half past 5 in the of eloquent and stirring appeal to the hearts of
July 17.
such bishop or bishops may exercise spiritual
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church services, supports him in the latitude he has
evening, Bustamente, with column ofinfantry, the crowded audience. That these appeals were jurisdiction within such limits, as may from
Tn Central America, Chiapos, and Yucatan In 2 taken in their construction.
RS. WOOD will give instructions in land vols. octavo.
two 4 pounders, and 150 horse, marched to not in vain, is evident from the fact that they
In making the canticle and subsequent prayer
time to time be assigned by her majesty,
_ scape, figure, and miniature drawing, and
mutually refer to the truth stated in the exhortation
the Acordada, and ordered the insurgents to were responded to by a contribution made upon
For Sale as above, (No. 26, Pearl Street.)
will also take likenesses, at her residence on Sixth
over
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ministers
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British
congregations
he designs that the association in the child’s mind
disperse. The President occupied several the spot, amounting to nearly four hundred dol
between Vine and Walnut streets. A few oi
shall be, if pos-ible, sufficiently striking 16 leave a
of the united Church of England and Ireland street,
her paintings may be seen at the Exhibition of the
other points, but no hostile demonstration lars.
comparatively clear conception ol what it has been
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We understand that the Bishop of Tennessee and over such other congregations, in such Academy of Fine Arts, near the Post Office.
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would make no attack, but merely defend his
where he possibly could; wherein lie has failed, he
from embarrassment and to carry forward its movement on the part of the primate of the
With a view to introduce to the inhabitants ol collection of Sacred Music : comprising a great va has aimed at some humble imitation. Besides the
position until the arrival of Gen. Santa Anna.
sound afid well digested plans of Christian edu English Church, has originated, no doubt, in Cincinnati the lady whose name is attached to the riety of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Anthems and appropriate use of the book, it is respectfully sug
Chants, arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, and
Government patrols preserve order through cation. We trust that his farther appeals to the
the proposition which we understand has re above, I beg leave to say, that Mrs. Wood is a daugh adapted more particularly to the Worship of the gested to parents whether it might not be used aS
the city.
wealthy and noble-hearted churchmen in this and cently been made by a person of high rank terofWm. Daniell, Royal Academician of London, Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States. a Sabbath evening exercise with their children to
Sept. 1st.—The insurgents have not yield the neighboring cities wiil be met by the liberal in Prussia, to endow a bishopric of Jerusalem, favorably known to artists as one of the most accom By Joseph Muenschuer, Professor of Biblical Liter some profit; especially on those Sabbaths when the
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ed an inch. Bustainente retired about 11 last ity which fhe object demands.
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Henry V. D. Johns.
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self, Price, $), Part 2, by itself, Price 62J cts.
form a full battalion. Tire force of the insur he has been the instrument of gathering a prom interesting services of consecrating a bislu/p
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gents is now more than 1600 men, with 18
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for Jerusalem, was to take place in the mid
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D.
Churches with as great a variety of Tunes, compo r iJMIE summer term of this institution will com-'
pieces of cannon of all calibres. No loafers progress, has reached New-York, and is at present dle of last month, and had either of our bish
Rev. C. Colton, I). D.
sed in ditf’erent styles, and adapted to the various oc JL mence on the first day of May next. The'
have been received among them. The Gov engaged in soliciting funds for the church. More ops, who spent the last summer in Europe,
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ev. J. T. Brooke.
casions of public worship, as the limits of the work charges per term of five months for boarding, lodg
than one-third ihe amount required has been
ernment lias, at the utmost, not over 1000
would permit. The collection, it is believed, will ing, fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, all
subscribed in Galveston. The object is com remained in England to the period designa
be found sufficiently copious for all the ordinary English branches, Ancient Languages, and Psal
men, little artillery, but principally cavalry— mended to the favorable attention of those who ted, it was understood that he was to be invi
XFORD DIVINITY compared with that of purposes of public and social worship. The An mody, are $106.
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the insurgents are concentrated in the citadel, Gospel in Texas.
ion.—Churchman.
justification by faith, as it was made of primary im tivals and Fasts of the Episcopal Church. Instead Drawing $8 per quarter.
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Record, to adopt measures with a view Io $2,50. For sale at the Episcopal Depository.
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no accession to his force, while the People,
St. Mary’s Hall is just completing its fourth year;
“One of the newest collections we have, ‘The
American Common Place Book of Poetry
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being wedded to free principles, are flocking
A variety of Books for Sunday Schools, and Sta Church Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of The urrdefsigned, having originated the enterprise?
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tionery also intended to be for sale at the lowest the best, so far as I have examined, for the use of and taken a constant share in its prosecution, had
to the revolutionary standard from all direc
Changes.—The Rev. Origen P. Holcomb has
ANTED, at the Western Church Press, cash prices, and the favors of the public are respect the Episcopal Church, and any choir which has a thus far borne no public testimony to the Working of
tions.
selection to make, would do well to take this collec the plan, which, in 1837, he announced, in his ‘Ap-r
fully solicited.
VV. BURTON.
one or two good boys.
been canonically transferred by letters of dismis
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peal to Parents, for Female Education on Christiaii
tion.”
“ We are glad to see that the author of the Principles.’ It Was then his expectation that at
‘ Church Choir,’ has adapted it to the wants of our least four years would be required for the developeNEW ROOS’S.
r Stll E undersigned propose to publish a Map of the church, by giving a much larger share of music a- ment of the principles of the institution, and matur
The Rev. Win. S. Walker, having received a
JL United States, on which will be carefully laid dapted to our service, than it is usual to find in ing and settling its plans. He considers that this
miscellanies of I/iicratnre by D’Israeli.
unanimous call from the Vestry of St. Matthew’s
is now fully done: and he therefore feels that it is
EW edition revised and corrected, in three down all the most interesting and useful information books of this kind. In another respect we believe his duly to declare, to all whom it may concern, his
heretofore published, together with much obtained tins work to be preferred to many of the most popu
Church, Sunbury, requests that all letters and
vols.
entire
satisfaction with the principles, plan, and ad
from the most recent United States’ surveys, rela lar collections of music ; the words set to the music
papers may be addressed to him, Sunbury, Nor
Vol. I. Litery Miscellanies. Calamities of Authors. tive chiefly to the new states and territories, which have not been socinianiied. In one other respect, ministration of St. Mary’s Hall; and his conviction
thumberland county, Pennsylvania.—lb.
will be very full and accurate. The Map will cor too, the arrangement of this will be considered by that it deserves the full confidence and the liberal
II. Quarrels of Authors.
During the ensuing month four new church Vol.
Vol. 111. The Literary Character. Character of respond in extent of territory and general style with some, as being an advantage over most other collec patronage of the friends of Christian Education in
es affording sittings for 6,000 persons, will be
the accompanying Minature Map, (one of which tions of church music; the several parts intended the Church. It is to such that the appeal has al
James the First.
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may be seen at the Observer office,) and in addition for the Organ and Piano, are written on the staff, as ways been made, and is now: St. Mary’s Hail hav
consecrated and opened for Divine service,
Schlegel's Lectures
the Missouri and Oregon Territories will be given
customary in music for the Piano. It has not, ing been founded and unformily conducted as a
The last Banner of the Cross says, “we hope viz: the new church (built on the site of the On the History of Literature, Ancient and Modern. on a reduced scale. It will be 4 feet 6 inches by 5 is
therefore, any figured bass.” — Chronicle of ihcChurck, Church institution. No pupils indeed are rejected
on account of their religious profession. All are
The Life and Land of Burns,
soon to greet our readers in a new and improved nave) of St. Saviour’s Southwark, St. Phil
feet in size, elegantly engraved, each county difier- New Haven, Conn.
.
welcome. And a large number of its inmates have'
dress; the folio appears to be preferred above the ip’s Chapel, at Clapton; a new and spacious By Allen Cunningham, with contributions by Tho ently colored, all the important railroads, canals,
A distinguished Professor of music remarks, that aiwayg been of such as did not profess and call them
mas Campbell Esq. to which is prefixed an public thoroughfares, &c., carefully delineated. It “after a careful examination of the ‘Church ,
quarto form by many, and we shall present them church on the grounds of the Charter-house,
—
-But its training and..its tenden
. 
selves Churchmen.
Essay on the Genius and writings ot Burns, by j wl|j
embellished with the portraits of all the PreChoir/ I most unhesitatingly pronounce it the best
with a large and handsome sheet.”
and fronting Gos well-street; and a large church
Thomas Carlyle, Esq.
sidents, and the whole completely finished in the collection of music for the Psalms and Hymns oftlie cies have always been and will always be in accord
best manner, forming one of the largest and most P. E. Church, which has ever fallen under my obser ance with the doctrine, discipline, and worship of
The Rev. Edwaid Waylen, has taken letters at Knightsbridge, on the estate of the Marquis Lives oe- Eminent Literary and Scientific M
Protestant Episcopal Clinrch: and it is matter of
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elegant Maps ever published in this country. It will vation. I am particularly gratified to find in the the
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First Part so many favorite airs retaining their o- within its walls many have gone out, to carry with
Montgomery, and others. 2 vols
the diocese of Pennsylvania, to that of Michigan. tion to those already erected have been com
$7, payable on delivery.
riginal composition, with the additional harmony so them t he principles which were here imbibeij or con
Visits to Remarkable Places :
The Rev. Benjamin S. Huntington has been menced Bethnal-green, and are in a forward
The Map will be accompained by a Statistical eminently characteristic in the work.
firmed: and, ‘adorning in all things the doctrines of
Old Halls, B illie Fields, and scenes illustrated of Gazetteer of the United States, containing an al
received into the diocese of Pennsylvania, upon state.
London paper.
“The Chants and Anthems of Part Second are God our Saviour,’ to prmote, we trust, in the sta*Striking Passages in English Ilistoiy. By phabetical list of all the cities, towns, villages, and
unrivalled
in
their
arrangement
and
complete
melo

lions in which Providence shall place them the
letters of dismission from Bishop Brownell.
William Howreit. 2 vols.
townships in the Union, designating the country and dy ; and I am happy to say that I have daily risen same sacred influence in others.
For sale by
U. B- JAMES,
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the
distance
from
The Rev. William W. Arnett, has been
Resignation.—"VVe learn that on Monday last
In conclusion, the undersigned, with the very best
from either its private or public rehearsal, with no
23 Pearl St. Cincinnati.
the capitol of their state and from Washington, and ordinary satisfaction, that a work so greatly needed possible opportunities of knowledge, earnestly, and
received into this diocese upon Letters of Dis the Rev. John B. Clemson resigned the Rector
Oct. 30.
population in 1840; all the Post Offices with the re in the church, has at length been supplied.”
without any qualification, recommends St. Mary's
ship of the Church of the Ascension in this city.
mission from Bishop McIlvaine.
ceipts of each for the year 1841, and a table of all
“ This (‘The Church Choir’) is a neatly printed Hall to all who desire a place for the education of
MR. ZACHOS’ SELECT SCHOOL.
the principal rivers with their length and places of
We
sincerely
regret
the
circumstances
which
daughters:
The Rev. John A Childs, has taken letters of
of church music of over four hundred pages, their
School commenced on the 20th inst.—It is termination the whole number over J4,000 names. volume
1. As a healthy and delightful residence, and-a
Dismission from this diocese to that of New seemed to render it expedient that our esteemed theThis
The Constitution togelhe with a short sketch oftlie published by our enterprising citizen, Mr. Isaac N. safe asylum.
design
or
the
Principal
to
make
it
in
the
best
brother should relinquish a charge in which his
history oftlie U. States, a synopsis of the constitu Whiting. From a hasty examination of the work,
York.
select, and to limit it to a small number.
2. As a domestic institution, another home; in
we should judge it would be a valuable acquisition to
labors have been greatly blessed.
He was the sense
As an educator, devoting his whole time to • the tion and sketch of the history of each state separate- a musical
which -pupils and teachers live together as one
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library.
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norary.
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and
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population
at
differfirst Rector of this parish, after its emergence
periods, and recent vote for 1 resident by conn- do not believe one book sufficient for any scientific j lamny. ? Seminary of Sound and thorough mstrucMatriculation.—On Sunday evening last, he from the ruins of All Souls, and durivg his six houes to do Jjustice to the trust reposed in him by rent
ties. Io which will be added tables containing choir. It contains, besides a large number of old I .
standard tunes, which have been sung in the church ' Lon m all the usual branches of useful and elegant
matriculation of the newly admitted students of years ministry succeeded in raising it from the parents.
Terms_ $60—one half semianually in advance. much valuable statist cal information respecting the ever since the days of Luther—a great variety of • ea,rnl*?'
commerce, manufactures, agriculture, education,
the General Theological Seminary took place in dust to its present respectable position among Desks furnished at cost.
beautiful pieces by some of the most eminent compo- i 4. As a Christian institution, under pastoral and
St. Peter’s church. Evening prayer was read by its sister churches. It now numbers, we believe
Applications or enquires may be made of the Prin public lands, &c, of the United States, compiled sers of the present day. There are some 134 pages ' Episcopal supervision, in which there are daily wor
from
Census
of
1840,
and
public
documents.
No
the Rt. Rev. Professor Onderdonk, and the about two hundred communicants. The resigna cipal at the school room, No. 8 Rogers’ Row, West pains or expense will be spared to make the work a devoted to Anthems, Sentences and Chants, select ship, and instruction in sacred things; and in which
st. or of the Rev. Merss. Brooke and Colton.
the knowledge of salvation, through- faith which is
Matriculaiion Sermon preached by the Rt. Rev. tion, and probable removal, of Mr. Clemson will 4th
* "After the first fortnight, rooms now in preperation complete refference of the Statistical Geography of ed with special reference to the Episcopal service ; in Christ Jesus, is held and taught to be the most
Levi S. Ives, D. D., L. L. D., Bishop of North be much regretted by his clerical brethren of this near Christ Church, will be accupiedby the school. the Union. It will contain over 400 pages, printed among which we notice some of great merit; which, desirable knowledge, and growth in grace, through
on good paper and new type procured expressly for to a choir of the church, would be more than the sanctification of the Spirit, the great end of human
Carolina.
city, to whom he has so endeared himself; and
the purpose, bound in marble paper and morocco, and price of the book. We would say to our musical
Twenty young gentlemen were matriculated, we are sure all will unite with us in the affecrEBgTER,s HISTORY OF THE UNITED furnished to subscribers at the low price of $2,25 or friends, examine it.”—Cross and Journal, Columbus. life.
G. AV. DOANE,
eight for the Middle Class, and twelve for the tionate and earnest hope that a new and more %/y STATES Published by Isaac N. Whiling at $2 per copy if taken with the map, payabie on
The Church Choir is for sale at M. C. YoungBishop of New Jersey.
glove
’
s
bookstore,
Cleveland
;
O.
B.
Bebee
’
s
store,
Junior. Several others are about entering.
delivery.
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Publisher.
eligible field of usefulness may speedily be opened Bookseller
oosseiier and
uuu iPublisher,
uunouci, Columbus,
v/miuu.uuo, Ohio,
.
Riverside, Feb. 8, 1841.—5w.
Cuyahoga Falls; Meyers & Miller's store Gambier;
Akron, Ohio, Sept 18.
This History contains many facts not to be found
N. Y. Churchman.
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sion from the diocese of New York to the diocese
of Western New York.
The Rev. Charles B. Stout in like manner has
been canonically transferred from the diocese of
Michigan to that of Western New York.
Gospel Messenger

November 13, 1841.
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wonderful freedom from all nervous affections.
prosy, Salt Eli cum, Erysipelas,
Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, Kcu: 3 ork.
1 knew' almost as little of the sensation of a
VOLUME XI.
From the New World.
YOUNG LADY'S COMPANONDUCTED BY THE AUTHOR OF THE
books of instruction.
headache, as 1 did of that of tight lacing: and
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Questions on the S S Books,
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Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short
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She had one winter just provided ' It j8 natura[ for us to feel a deep interest in me some books, just received from Dublin, as a greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the ;
questions and answers.)
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had been much gratified; when, one cold morn- persona[ history of those by whose writings we them.
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec- ■ ceeding that
that of
oi most
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opened one—It was the memoir of a departed tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The curatives. Its ster.ling virtues recommend it to all Lloyd's Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi
ing a very poor little boy came in to ask lor have been interested or benefitted.
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1 read a page, de paper will therefore, from the commencement of the who are laboring under cutaneous diseases, an
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charity.
He was cold and shivering, and his therefore, with no small pleasure we learned that scribing the approach of death, and was arrested next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi- i there is no case so desperate but that hopes may e Church Catechism,
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naked feet appealed to the symyathy of little this lady had given to the public of her own by the youth’s expression of self-condemnation, lorship
as above.
paration. Maladies universally supposed by t e Duty to God,
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get some of her little store of provisions for the biography, under the title of “Personal Recollec
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eh it 1has always helJ and deieuded ! tract has been used and properly persevered in, com- Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
“Ah, poor fellow,” said 1, -die was like me. the Gospel which
as essential to piety
needy one, and having given it to him, he with tions, by Charlotte Elizabeth.” Presuming that
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piety of heart and life; and as an pletelyremoved, and the suffering patent nlie , as i Harmony of the Creeds,
How dreadful his end must have been! 1 will
paper, will continue its faithful advocacy ; were, from the grave, ami restored to health aim Questions on the Book of Common Prayer, 3 00
many thanks, left the hohse.
When she came our female Christian friends will sympathize in see what he said at last, when on the very brink Episcopal
of the peculiarities ol our communion.
I usefulness,—those horrible diseases, bcrolula, by- Collects from the Prayer Book, do
3 00
back to the fire, she observed Daniel sitting in an the feelings of interest, with which we perused of the bottomless pit.” I resumed the hook, and
do
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Ii is the design of the editors to establish such cor philis, Cancer, Leprosy, Dyspepsia, bail Rheum, Questions on the Collects,
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Neuralgic
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and
all
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various
Catechism
on
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Collects,
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cities
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will
secure
awkward position, with his feet tucked under the narrative of the incidents connected with an found him in continuation glorifying God, that
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar maladies that are supposed to be entrenched in the Epistles and Gospels Iroui the Prayer Book, 10 00
though
he
was
so
guilty
and
so
vile,
there
was
him on a chair.
event of momentous importance in this lady’s one able to save to the uttermost, who had borne arrangement at the West, to make their journal a constitution
CO 00
Bible Companion, 2 vols.,
do
“Why do you sit so, my child?” she enquired life—her conversion—we take the liberty of his sins, satisfied di vine justice for him, opened vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the i
[From the Coneaut (Ohio) Gazette."]
establishment and progress ol the Church through
Quest, on St. Matthew, part 1, stiff covers, 12 50
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We
be
with surprise.
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do
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do
offering to the readers of the Domestic Circle the the gates of heaven, and now waited to receive out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
lieve this is the second time we have ever offeied cur
do
do
12 50
do
his ransomed soul.
The child blushed, but did not place his feet in following extract from the work:
Chauncey Colton,
readers any thing in the shape of commendation of
do
The
Aets,
J2 50
do
Wm. Jackson,
Ihe numerous medicines of tiie day, but the celebri
The book dropped front my hands. “Oh, what
their natural position until he had received a
do
do
12 50
do
“I now arrive at an epoch from which I may
ty which the 'Extract of Sarsaparilla' lias attained
John T. Brooke,
do
do
8 00
do
second command.
The secret was now ex date the commencement of all that deserves to is this? This is what I want; this would save
A discount of 25 per cent, from the above prices
Hnky V. D. Johns not only with those who have used it, hut with the
me. Who did this for him? Jesus Christ, cer
medical*
faculty,
warrant
us
fully
in
recommending
plained! His feet were bare—he had given his be called life, inasmuch as I had hitherto been
is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the Union.
In addition to the above arrangement for the rv^panaible editorship of ’lie OB
tainly; and it must be written in the New Testa SERVER,
a (leiJartmeut of it
Ixsen as^ened to 'lie ptuof the author of ite it to those afflicted with cutaneous diseases and oth
library books.
•Youug l^adiea’ Coiupauiou,” the "Life of VVyulUte,” etc. etc. The columns un
new shoes to the little bare-footed boy.
For a living without God in the world. My existence ment.
Most are somewhat ac
I tried to jump up and reach my Bible, der
hercharffe will be mainly devoted to original matter, or belectioitf from other er diseases of the blood.
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Library
was a feverish dream of vain pleasures first, and
sourcec, chiefly designed to guide and 1 n»truct youthful minds,—while rvfeieuce quainted with the properties of the herb and to such
moment the good woman felt halt angry, and then of agitations and horrors.
C3
vols.
I81110.
—
nett
price 20 cents each.
be had to interesting and recreating them by the ncital of facts drawn from
My mind was a but was overpowered by the emotion of my will
#ome ol the various branches of Natural History and from Natural I’tiiliwuphy. it will be only necessary to make assurances, that
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett price
I clasped my hands over my eyes, and 1'
is designed to embellish this department of the paper w ith occasional pictorial it contains its active concentrated principle.
said, somewhat quickly, “Why did you do so chaos of useless information, my character a mass mind.
It is 15 cents each.
Hl ist rat inns of such subjects as tuav he supposed particularly interesting. A |»or«
then the blessed effects of having even a literal tiou
of the space under the charge of Mi»s ( OXE, will be occupied with matter highly recommended as such by those who have
Daniel, I cannot afford to buy you new shoes ?”
Address all orders Jur Books, and all remittance, to
of unapplied energies, my heart a waste of un
used it, by those eminent among the faculty, and by
knowledge of Scripture were apparent. Mem more particularly in teresling to the female jnutiou of our readers.
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
“I know it mother,” he answered, “but I can claimed affections, and mv hope an enigma of ory brought before me, as the Holy Scripture
many of the leading journals in the United States.
Daniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
confused
speculations.
1
had
plenty
to
do,
yet
Gambier,
Ohio,
Oct.
29,
1840.
wear my old ones for a while longer, even if
Union Depository, 28 Annst
directed it, not here and there a detached text,
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars
Opinions from Medical Gfntlkmkn.
felt that I was doing nothing; and there was
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore
but whole chapters, as they had long been com of the new arrangement with respect to the pub
they have holes!’’
We are acquainted with the preparation o
a growing want in my bosom, a craving after 1
ISAAC N. WHITING,
editorship, Ac., of the Gambier Observer, Sarsaparilla, nianuiaeturpd by C. C. Bristol, and of
Touched by the disinterested feelings of her knew not what; a restless, unsatisfied, unhappy mitted to its safe but hitherto unprofitable keep lication
Columbus
ing. The veil was removed from my heart, and hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob having made use of it more or less in our practice,
beloved boy, she could only kiss him, and fold feeling, that seemed in quest of some unknown Jesus Christ, as the Alpha a^^Gmega, the sum server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces believe it to contain an active principle of Sarsapa
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the rilla, in a highly concentrated form, and as a prepa
good. . How ibis was awakened, I know not; it
Bcv. 1.C’ovcrl’M BJului ol I.ife.
him to her heart in a fond embrace !
and substance of every thing srone out upon me paper, fromeeo great an accession of strengthto its ration, we esteem it as one of the best we have ever
was unaccompanied with any conviction of my
NEW and valuable remedy for the cure ol
itorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and met with.
just as he is set forth in the everlasting Gospel.
Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup II hooji'mg
own sinfulness, or any doubt of my perfect safety
A dear little boy of four years old, who was
It was the same as if I had been reading, because Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with
J. Trowbridge, M. D. Cyrenius Chapin, M. D. Cough, und incipient diseases of the Lungs and
as a child of God.
I did not anticipate any
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its
I
knew
it
so
well
by
rote,
only
much
more
rapid,
Windpipe.
Extensively used and recommended by
Moses
Bristol,
M.
D.
Charles Winne, M. D.
proverbial in his family for his apple and pear- satisfaction from change of place; but readily pre
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi
Josiah Barnes, M. D. J. E. Marshall, M. D.
the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been free
as
thought
always
is.
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this
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nothing
cation
of
whatever
internal
matters
they
may
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loving propensities, was not long since, when pared to obey a summons from my husband, to
J. E. Hawley, M. D. A. S. Sprague. M. D.
ly made known.
uncommon; but in the opening of the understand erally desire to show to the public. With nneirnF. L. Harris, M. D.
A. Miller, M. D.
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. Y
visiting with his parents, presented by a gentle follow him to Ireland, whither he had gone to ing that I might understand the Scriptures, was est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by
11. R. Stagg, M. D.
The proprietor is now receiving, almost daily,
a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor
man with two fine autumn pears.
His little engage in a law-suit.
the mighty miracle of grace and truth. There I ous editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in
testimonials of the highest respectability in lavor of
At the time I am now to speak of, I was living
The following extract of a letter from Dr. J. A. his medicine, from physicians, clergymen, and oth
eyes sparkled with delight, and he eagerly asked in perfect seclusion and uninterupted solitude. lay, still as death, my hands folded over my eyes, recommending it to the patronage of the communi
Hyde, one of the oldest and most respec'able prac ers, who have become acquainted with its nature and
his mother, if he might eat one of them. Being Captain----- was always in Dublin, and my chief my very soul basking in the pure, calm, holy tytitioners
in the western section, is given.
iff'Ct,—among which are the following:
Chas. P. McIi.vaink,
light that streamed into it through the appointed
Youngstown, June 11, 1838.
[From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 1640.]
answered in the affirmative, he put one in his occupation was in hunting out, and transcribing
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio.
I channel of God’s word, l’aptuie was not what
Mr. C. C. Bristol,
The following is an extract from an article in that
pocket, and ate the other with evident satisfac and arrranging matter for the professional gentle I felt; excitement, enthusiasm, agitation, there
Dear Sir—1 am neariy out of Sarsaparilla again,
St. Louis, Nov. lQlli, 1840.
and if you please you may send me two dozen bot paper on ‘Morbus Loryngcus oncionatorum,’ or
tion.
When he had finished it, he walked on men conducting a law-suit, [in which we were was none. 1 was like a person long enclosed
Bronchitis, by Frank IL Hamilton, Professor of
I cordially concur in the above.
ties by stage or cars, directed to me at this place.
interested] from a mass of confused family papers
Jackson Ki-mfkk,
in a dark dungeon, the walls of which had now
for some time in silence; he then remarked, and documents.
I have frequently prescribed your Compound fluid Materia Mcdica and General Pathology in Geneva
Missionary
Bishop
fur
Missouri,
Hisconsin
and
Iowa,
Extract of Sarsaparilla for two years past, with Medical College:
fallen down, and I looked round on a sunny land
“how pleasant it is to have a nice pear to give to
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
It was then I came to the resolution of being
‘The Rev. 1. Covert’s mixture, also now used
much advantage, in Chronic diseases, especially in
scape of calm and glorious beauty.
I well re
Scrofula and obstinate cutaneous alfcetions attended so extensively for this affection by clergymen,
a perfect devotee in religion; I thought myself
dear W------ ”
member that the Lord Jesus, in the character of
Detroit, Eeb. 3, 18-11.
with a scrofulous habit. Also, in secondary syphilis belongs to the same class of stimulating expector
“What,” enquired his mother, “are you going marvellouslously good; but something of a a shepherd, of a star, and above all, as the pearl of
I cordially concur in the above.
- and in chronic general debility, from almost any ants, being one of those lucky combinations of me
monastic mania seized me.
I determined to
S
ami
..
A.
M
c
C
oskhv
,
cause.
It generally proves useful. I think your dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration,
great price, seemed revealed to me most beauti
to keep the other for your brother?”
emulate the recluses of whom I have often read;
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan. Fluid Extract the best preparation of Sarsaparilla 1 docs not impair the tone of the stomach. Ol this
“Yes, mother, Ilove, best to share my things.” to become a sort of Protestant nun; and to fancy fully; that he could save every body, I at once
medicine we feel ul liberty to speak, since its com
ever used.
Lexington, Ky. Dec. HlZ/t, 1810.
position is not held from the Profession, und we
With much respect, yours trulv,
Sweet it is to see our little ones finding an my garden, with its high stone walls, and little saw; that he would save me never even took the
The plan of transferring the Gainhier Observer to
form of a question. Those who have received the a more central point for the whole west, with the
liope the proprietors will soon see fit to give it to
J. A.'11YDE.
increase of happiness, from adding to that of thicket of apple trees, a convent enclosure. I Gospel by man’s preaching may doubt and cavil: hope of rendering it, in l ime, what its new name
the public. We, therefore, venture to recommend
t, having employed it in our own case, and in the
others !
Let us take heed to encourage every also settled it with myself to pray three or four 1 took it simply from the Bible, in the words that imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets
Mr. C. C. Br.ihtol,
times every day, instead of twice: and with great
cases
of many others with decided benefit.’
with
rny
cordial
approbation;
and
I
shall
be
ready,
God
’
s
wisdom
teacheth,
and
thus
I
argued:
—
Dear
Sir:
For
the
last
three
or
four
years,
I
have
feeling of this kind, while at the same time we ex alacrity entered upon this new routine of devo
at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in used in my practice Bristol’s Extract ol' Sarsaparil
To all whom it may concern: This may certify
“Jesus Christ came into the world to save sin my power, to its able editors and conductors.
ercise great care, not to praise them for the acts tion.
la, (prepared by yourself,) and almost invariably that 1 have examined the Hcv. 1. Covert’s ingre
ners: I am a sinner: I want tn be saved- ho will
If. B. Smith,
with the most marked benefit to my patients. 1 dients, compounded under the name of the I’aliuo
“Here God mel and arrested me.
When I save nte:.” There is no presumption in taking
in such a way as may lead them to feel proud or
Bishop of the Diocese if Kentucky. have
prescribed it mostly in chronic diseases of the Life: and believe said compound is happily calcula
kneeled
down
to
pray,
the
strongest
alarms
took
self-complacent, and thus teach them to perform
God at his word: not to do so is very imperti
skin and alimentary organs, and also in affections ted to relieve persons of all ages and sexes afflicted
hold of my mind.
He to whom I had been ac
New Orleans, March 2bth, 1841.
arising from the impure stale of the blood. I can with acute and chronic diseases of the lungs and
nent; I did it, and I was happy.
works of charity or self-denial, to be seen of
customed to prate with flippant volubility in a
Tn your paper 1 recognize an cllicienl auxiliary cheerfully recommend it to tlm public as a safe and windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing,
After
some
time
I
rose
from
the
sofa,
and
men, and for the praise of man.
In childhood, set form of heartless words, seemed to my startled
and pains in different parts ol' the chest, if adminis
in the dissemination of the truths of the gospel, efficacious remedy in the above diseases.
tered under suitable circumstances and in appropri
R. G. SNOW, M. D.
as in every stage of life, man carries about with mind so exceedingly terrible in unapproachable walked about; my feelings were delicious. I had and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in
ate doses.
JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
found him of whom Moses in the law and the the dioceses with which 1 atn connected. 1 shall
Buffalo, August 15, 1838.
him, as his bosom companion, a heart “deceitful majesty, and so very angry with mein particular, prophets did write; I had found the very Pascal be happy to hear that you have an extended circu
Physician and Surgeon.
Auburn, August 31,1838.
I strove Lamb, whose blood would be my safeguard from lation throughout the western church. It will give
above all things, and desperately wicked” in its that I became paralyzed with fear.
From
Doctors
Wells and Cheney, resident Physi
This certifies that having examined the Rev. 1.
me pleasure to communicate to you from time to cians at Canandaigua.
against this, with characteristic pertinacity: I the destroying angel.
Oh, how delicious was
Covert's Balm of Life, in all its component parts,
such ecclesiastical intelligence as may trans
tendencies ’.
called to my mind all the common-place assur that particular thought to me! It was one of th ■ time,
Canandaigua,
Dec.
27,
1833.
we do believe it to be one ol the best compound*
pire within my sphere of labor.
We have frequently prescribed Mr. Bristol’s pre for coughs, chronic inflammations, etc., ol which
ances respecting the sufficiency of a good inten first that occurred, and I laughed with gladness.
Leonidas Polk,
paration
of
Sarsaparilla
in
our
practice,
and
have
al

FILIAL PIETY.
we
have any knowledge, and do most cordially re
Missionary Bishop of Arkansas, and Provisional Bish ways found it to answer an excellent purpose,
tion, and magnified alike my doings and my suf
commend its use to all afflicted with the above
A most interesting and unexampled instance ferings. I persuaded myself it was only a holy Indeed iny feeling was very joyous, and I only
op of Louisiana and Alabama.
places
where
Sarsaparilla
was
applicable.
Our
wanted somebody to tell it to. 1 had two serv
named diseases.
knowledge of the article has not been limited, and
of filial piety, has been communicated to us by a awe, the effect of distlnquished piety and rare ants, one a young woman, the other a little girl,
TERMS.
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., ? o
we
can
freely
say
that
it
is
the
best
prepaiation
o
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., ( ^‘na.
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is Sarsaparilla we have ever used.
member of the General Convention, now in ses humility,*and that I was really an object of the both papists, both loving me with Irish warmth.
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. IX, Onondaga.
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa
R. WELLS, M. D.
sion in this city.
We would gladly mention Divine complacency in no ordinary degree. They Were delighted so see me so well and happy per fine of quality and with new and handsome type,
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwiusville.
Again I essayed to pray, but in vain; I dared not.
E. W. CHENEY, M. D.
names, places and dates', but are restrained Then 1 attributed it to a nervous state of feeling on a sudden; and in the evening 1 hade them and furnished to subscribers on the following terms:
The nature of the composition of the Rev. 1. Cov
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months.
ert’s Balm of Life, havingbeen fully explained to
by the injunction of our informant, who assures that would wear away by a little abstrac come to my room, for 1 was going to read a
",‘For certificates and other evidence, enquire of the following medical gentlemen, they have consen
beautiful book, and would read it aloud. I began
SANFORD
As
PARK.
us that the delicacy of the estimable individual tion from the subject; but this would not do. the Gospel of St. Matthew, and read nine chap
ted that they may be referred tons authority for its
Southgate's Tour.
Agents for Cincinnati, No. Eas. 4th st.
utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases 0
ARRATIVE of a Tour through Armenia,
in question, would instinctively shrink from every To leave off' praying was impossible, yet to pray ters to them, their wonder and delight increas
July
10,
1841.
pulmonary disease in which that class of remedies
Kurdistan, Peisia and Mesopotamia, with an
1 well remember that the ing my joy.
is indicated.
Whenever I proposed leaving off,
thing like publicity in a matter so near and so seemed equally so.
Introduction and Occasional Observations upon the
character in which I chiefly viewed the Lord God they begged for more, and only for my poor Condition
of Mohammedanism and Christianity in Boi&rdicig and! Day School fox' Young
I). M. Reese, M. D, Professor of Theory and
dear to her affections.
was that of an avenger, going forth to smite the
these Countries. By the Rev. Horatio Southgate.
Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Col
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCH,
The rector of a parish in a distant southern dio first-born of Egypt; and I somehow identified threat, I think we should have gone on till day. 2. vols., roy. 12mo.
lege.
1 prayed with them; and what a night’s rest I
The work of which we have given the title in full,
J. M’Nauchton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy
Walnut-Street, Cncar Fourth,) Cincinnati.
cese of our Church, died eight years since, leav myself with the condemned number. Often, after had ! Sleep so sweet, a waking so happy, and a
at the beginning of this paragraph, we esteem, after
and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College.
ing (in very embarrassed circumstances) a widow, kneeling a long lime, 1 have laid my face upon joy so unclouded through the day, what but the a careful perusal, the most valuable of all the histo rIJAIlE course of instruction pursued in this estaMahk Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
my arm and wept most bitterly because 1 could Gospel could bestow ? Few, very few, have been ries of travel in ti.e East with which the press has JL blishment includes all the most important and
Doct. M. McKnigiit, New York city.
two daughters and two sons. The eldest child
useful branches of female education, comprising the
teemed
for
the
last,
two
or
three
years,
in
that
it
not, dared not pray.
J. It. Mitchell, M. IX, Philadelphia.
so privileged as I was, to be left alone with the
following studies: The English and French lan
was a daughter, and the sons afforded no aid to
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M. D.,
It was not in my nature to be driven back infallible teaching of God the Holy Ghost, by gives the only comprehensive and full account of guages,
Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi Albany.
Mahominedanism
and
oriental
sects
and
institutions,
the mother. This noble daughter opened a easily from any path I had entered on; and here means of the written word, for many weeks, and as they really exist. We have had an abundance of lion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos
From the Rev. D. More.—In 1825 rny lungs be
school—was respected and patronized: having the Lord wrought upon trie to persevere resolutely. so to get a thorough knowledge of the great doc books of travel, full of interesting personal adven opliy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Belles came seriously diseased, and continued so for nearly
Lettres,
&c.
ture, and graphic discriplions of scenery and antiquifourteen years; and about six years since 1 was at
herself received an accomplished education, was I began to examine myself, in order to discover trines of salvation, unclouded by man’s vain wis ties:but
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasioned
before the present,no work so full in its expo
why 1 was afraid, and taking as my rule the Ten
an accomplished instructress. Her efforts, tho Commandments, 1 found myself sadly deficient on dom. I knew not that in the world there were sition of the dominant religion of Asia, or of the and Flower Painting.
me much pain and distress, attended by difficult
Great attention is jiaid to the deportment, as well
condition of its various countries. Mr. Southgate
at the expense of her own health and the entire some points. The tenth affected me as it never anv that had made the same discovery with my performed his extensive tour under the direction of as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the breathing and pains in various parts of the chest.
self. Of all the schemes of doctrine 1 was wholly
In March last I purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Co
“I had not known lust,” be ignorant, and the only system of theology open to the Foreign Committee of the Board of Missions of Pupils.
family; educated and recently settled in mar had done before.
vert’s Balm of Life, and the effect has been, that my
Terms and further particulars may be known on breathing is about as before 1 was taken, my chron
the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
cause
I
had
not
understood
the
law
when
it
said,
riage her sister; has erected a costly monument
me was God's own. All the faculties of my mind States. Beside the information which the nature personal application or by letter.
ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, and
“Thou shalt not covet.” A casual glance at the were roused and brightened for the work. I of his appointment lead us to expect in his pages rela- References—
to the memory of her father; and has (though
the pains of the chest have subsided. I have great
declaration of St James—“Whosoever shall keep prayed, without ceasing, for Divine instruction; tive-to tiie peculiar institutions of the country and
Rt. Rev. . P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Gambier confidence in the Balm of Life, and think it a good
without the slightest obligation resting upon her) the whole law, yet offend in one point, he is
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.,
to the Christian churches which remain yet scaterand safe medicine.
Cincinnati.
and took, without earilling, what was vouch ed
Rev. H. V. D. Johns,
over its surface, he has added much to our
voluntarily paid several thousand dollars of her guilty of all,’’ alarmed me exceedingly; and on a safed.
* DAVID MORE.
On this subject 1 must enter more knowledge of oriental geography and statistics in
Sept. 8, 1840.
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
sudden it occurred to me that not only the Ten largely, for it is one of immense importance.”
father’s debts!
particular and the work is illustrated by a number of
From the Rev. IL ■Bannister, A. B., Teacher 0!
maps and engravings, that add very much to its in
These facts—all within his own knowledge- Commandments, but all the precepts of the New
A Card.—Havingbeen intimately acquainted with Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This cer
Testament, were binding on a Christian; and I
terest and value.
Mrs.
G
ooch
for
some
time
past,
as
an
esteemed
have been communicated to us by a personal
The Flag Ship: or a voyage aiound the World, member of my church, and having had ample oppor tifies that 1 have successfully used the Rev. I. Co
trembled more than ever.
THE FOLLVOF OBJECTING TO RELI
the United States Frigate Columbia; attended by tunities of observing her course as the head of a vert's Balm of Life, in the case of an obstinate
friend of this noble American daughter.
Many
What was to be done? To reform myself, GION, BECAUSE IT CONTAINS MYS in
her consort, the Sloop of War John Adams, and Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend her cold which resulted in a settled inflammation of th*
daughters have done virtuously—but she has certainly, and become obedient to the whole law.
bearing the broad .Pennant of Commodore George school, as one of the best 1 have ever met with. lungs, the Balm of Life, after the trial of several
TERIES.
Accordingly
I
went
to
work,
transcribed
all
the
C. Read. By Filch W. Taylor, Chaplain to the Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in other medicines for several weeks, effected a grad
excelled them all.
•
This will appear, first, from the obvious truth, Squadron. 2 vols., roy., 12ino. Illustrated with England and in this country in female education, ual but permanent cure.
commands that 1 felt myself most in the habit of
Churchman.
II. BANNISTERand brings to her responsible p-ofession, a large
neglecting, and pinned up a dozen or two texts that we have no right to expect from Divine Engravings.
For sale at the Bookstore of
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
share of experience, and sound and varied learning.
around my room. It required no small effort to revelation that which it. not only does not
ISAAC N. WIHTING.
The
following
from
the
Rev.
L. Halsey, D. D->
CHARLOTTE ELIZABETH.
Parents entrusting their daughters to her care, may
Columbus, March 19, 1841.
enter this apartment and walk round it, reading engage to give, hut even professes to withhold.
have every confidence that they will be faithfully Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc-, in the Au
Among the many features of the present age my mementos. That active schoolmaster had ‘Cain-ttlimi, by searching,’ asked the patriarch,
taught, and kindly watched over, when disengaged burn Theological Seminary, has just been recei
ved :
from study.
*
H. V. D. Johns,
which makes it present a striking dis-similarity got me fairly under his rod, and dreadful were ‘find out God?1 Caiist then, by searching, find
Splendid Louden S’ooSts.
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In reference|t«
Rector of St. Paul's Ch., Cincinnati.
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